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tern News 
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wll be mostly 8ll'lny and warmer 
with highs In the upper 50s to low 
60s. Friday night win be fair and 
warmer with lows in the mid to up­
per 40s. Saturday will be cloudy 
with a chance of showers and highs 
in the upper 608 to low 70s. &stern llllnols Un'"'8ity I Cherleston, Ill. 11120 I Vol. II, No. 31 I Two Sections, 24 Pag• · 
Jennifer Adkins and junior Doug Reiners put up their f i lming equipment 
ting a feature on the legend of Pemberton Hall . The film will be featured 
io·TV Center's "In Focus" program. (News photo by Kim Hulskotter) 
CAA members react 
to plus/minus debate 
by Craig Gaumer 
Discussion on the proposed plus/ 
minus grading system Thursday 
resulted in negative reactions from 
Counci l  on Academic Affairs 
members. 
The discussion at the CAA meeting 
was based on a report compiled by a 
CAA-appointed subcommitee designed 
to investigate alternative grading 
systems from schools similar to 
Eastern. 
The findings from the subcommit­
tee's  investigation will be used as a 
comparison agai�st the proposed 
plus/minus grading policy. 
CAA member and sociology in­
structor Ron Wohlstein said "the 
plus/minus system calls for too much 
precision that simply does not exist .  
Most teachers are comfortable with 
five grades , not 1 2 ." 
Patrica McAlister, CAA member 
and home economics instructor , agreed 
with Wohlstein's  view on the proposed 
policy. 
�'Five grades can sometimes be hard 
enough to assign , "  McAlister said. 
"The thought of 12 can be downright 
scary in some situations . "  
However, CAA chairman Pat 
Wright ,  who authored the proposal 
and is in charge of the subcommitee, 
said he realized it was difficult to 
establish one set grading system 
because some teachers use objective 
grading systems and others use subjec­
tive methods. 
"The proposal was never intended as 
an affront to the academic freedom of 
"individual instructors to establish their 
own system of grading,'' lie said. 
Wright said he believed the plus/ 
minus scale would allow teachers to 
grade more accurately. 
"We would be making available to 
those teachers who favored the plus/ 
minus system· an opportunity to 
evaluate their students on a more 
precise scale," he said. "Those 
teachers who opposed the system 
would be free to assign the standard 
five letter grades . " 
Wright added that the probation and 
dismissal policies would also need revi­
sion if  the proposed grading policy was 
·passed . 
David Henard, head of computer 
services at Eastern, noted that man­
power costs alone of changing com­
puters to a new grading system would 
cost more than $5 ,000. 
Henard also said additional costs 
would result from changing computer 
input terminals an_d paperwork involv­
ed with accounting for 12 grades in­
stead of the current five grades. 
However, W ohlstein said the main 
concern of the CAA was deciding 
(See CAA, page 5) 
lgate parties causing some concern at Southern -
Zurawski 
is not the only university having problems 
te parties . Southern Illinois University at 
e is encountering similar concerns. 
it cannot be sold." Eastern's tailgate policy 
eliminates kegs of beer and places a time limitation 
on tailgate parties. 
She added that "the biggest concern is with the 
students because they are the ones who stay at the 
parties through the entire game and not with the peo­
ple whQ donate money to athletics because they 
basically have their tailgate parties before the game 
and at half time." 
tailgate parties would attract more people to the 
games. 
"The parties are seeming to bring more people to 
the games but not more people to the stands," she 
noted. first time this year, Southern is permitting 
parties in parking lots around their football However, officials are concerned with the current 
image perceived by people visiting the university, 
Paratore said. Paratore, assistant vice president of student 
at Southern , said even though Southern has 
tly instituted the tailgate party policy, " of-
e already concerned with students staying at 
• for the entirety of the game." 
Paratore said Southern allowed tailgate parties "so 
that the football game would become a football 
event. 
" Southern has already been tagged a 'party 
school' and when visitors and parents see students 
drinking in parking lots, it doesn't help," she added. 
Although officials are uncertain about how they 
might control the large crowds of students ip the lots 
during the game, Paratore said changes "wouldn't be 
made until next season because it wouldn't be fair to 
change the rules in midstream." 
't really a problem , but definitely a con­
tore said. "There has not been any fights 
es. The people leave after the game but 
ways a big mess to clean up the next day. ' '  
' s  tailgate party policy states that alcohol 
consumed in the designated parking lots but 
"Another reason Southern enstated the tailgate 
policy is because the students wanted it and other col­
lege campuses all over 'Illinois have made tailgate par­
ties an expected part of football Saturday," she add­
ed. 
In addition, Paratore said Southern officials hope 
She added that "Southern does not want to get to 
the point of 'stepping in' like Eastern did." 
. 
yor: commissi·on worri,s.about underage drinking 
McDermott 
on Mayor Clancy Pfeiffer 
ay that he considers 
drinking in Charleston to be 
concern" of the Charleston 
ission. 
k the main concern is 
drinking," Pfeiffer said, 
the only solution he sees is 
the city's present three-step 
nceming alcohol sales to 
Chief Maurice Johnson 
know I can't end underaged 
he said Thursda y .  
, h e  said that the. police 
t will continue making ar-
effort to curb the problem. 
, who is also the liquor com­
of Charleston, sai d  
Thursday that the policy o f  the liquor 
commission regarding stores caught 
selling liquor to minors is "more than 
fair" to the stores and the community. 
The policy states that on the first of­
fense, the store employee will be fined 
$250. · On the second ·offense by the 
same 'employee, he will be fined $500. 
On the third offense, the store will be 
forced to close for one week. 
Pfeiff er said it is "up to the 
employer" whether an employee will 
pay the fine himself or the store will 
pay it and whether the employee will be 
fired for the offense. 
The issue was brought to public at-
. tention at last week's liquor commis­
sion hearing. At the hearing, local 
landlord Ron Tarvin, along with four 
other Charleston residents, presented 
Pfeiffer with a signed complaint 
against Gateway Liquors, 413 Lincoln 
Ave. 
The group was asking that the 
store's liquor license be suspended for 
three days because Gateway employee 
Jonathan L. White was convicted twice 
for selling liquor to minors. 
Pfeiffer later decided not to suspend 
the license, because he said it was the 
store's first offense. 
Gateway Liquors is owned by Jerry 
Nikitas, who was not present at the 
hearing. 
Pfeiffer said White was also con­
victed of selling to minors at Bob's 
Package Liquor, another store owned 
by Nikitas. In both cases, White was 
fined and received the maximum SSOO 
fine on the second offense. 
Even though Nikitas -owns both 
stores and the same employee was fin­
ed twice, Pfeiff er said that each store 
has only one offense on its record 
because the violations occurr.ed 
separately. 
"Our policy is to card anyone .we 
don't know," Nikitas said. He added 
that his store uses a book put out by 
the federal government describing the 
legal drivers' licenses in each state to 
prevent to use of false identification. 
Tarvin said he believes the mayor's 
policy on selling to minors is too "le­
nient" and stricter measures are 
necessary to curb drinking by minors. 
"I would like to see liquor violations 
treated like a traffic ticket," Tarvin 
said Thursday. 
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New brake ligh't required in 1985 
WASHINGTON (AJ>)-Automakers will have to install a 
third rear stop lamp, mounted high, on all cars starting in the 
1986 model year under a new safety rule issued Thursday by 
the Transportation Department. 
The extra easy-to-see high-level light is expected to 
significantly reduce rear-end collisions and annually eliminate 
40,000 injuries and $434 million in property damages , 
Transportation Secretary Elizabeth Dole said in announcing 
the regulation. 
The rule requires the mounting of the third stop lamp in the 
line of sight near the rear window of all passenger cars pro­
duced after Sept. l, 1985. It may be mounted inside or outside 
the vehicle. 
The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration 
estimated it will prevent 900,000 of 3.5 million rear-end colli­
sions per year. 
Re-enactment may be debated 
ALTON, Ill. (AP)-Aplanned re-enactment of a Lincoln­
Douglas debate held here 1 25 years ago was jeopardized when 
organizers failed to ask soon enough for a city permit. 
Both sides squared off Thursday. The mayor said the event 
would not be held Saturday-the anniversary of the original 
debate. Organizers vowed it would. 
· 
"The show will go on" in Lincoln-Douglas Square "as 
scheduled," pledged Robert St. Peters, president of the Alton 
Area Landmarks Association. 
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Reagan names Watt's success 
WASHINGTON (AP)-President Reagan on 
Thursday named William P. Clark, his national 
security adviser and "a God-fearing Westerner," 
to succeed James Watt as secretary of the in­
terior. 
Clark, a longtime Reagan confidante, already 
is one of the most powerful men in the ad­
ministration. In moving from the national securi­
ty post that put Henry Kissinger and Zbigniew 
Brzezinski on the global stage, Clark would ap­
pear to be taking a step down in all but title. 
The president made the stunning announce­
ment at the end of a talk to women leaders of 
Christian religious organizations. White House 
officials earlier had talked of a "really long" list 
of contenders for the interior post , and virtually 
no one had mentioned Clark as being on it. 
According to deputy press secretary 
Speakes, Reagan didn't even tell his inner c· 
of advisers he was considering Clark until 
hours before revealing the decision publicly. 
Clark, 52, said he was "pleased and hon 
that the president has expressed his confiden 
me by this nomination, and look forward to 
tinuing my service to him and this admini 
tion." 
Senate Majority Leader Howard Baker Jr 
Tennessee said he was confident Clark woul 
confirmed. 
But the environmental community criti 
the appointment and expressed bewilder 
that Reagan would choose someone with no 
parent background in conservation issues. 
Teachers to aid Chicago senior 
CHICAGO (AP)-Striking teachers can 
volunteer for tutorial programs for the 17 ,500 
high school seniors in the nation's third-largest 
school district, the president of the Chicago 
Teachers Union said Thursday. 
But while Robert M. Healey approved par­
ticipation in the program sponsored by a coali­
tion of community groups, he said striking 
teachers wculd not participate in a similar plan 
outlined by the school board which would in­
volve reopening some schools. 
Contract talks, held sporadically since 
Chicago's 24,000 certified teachers walked out 
Oct. 3, broke down Tuesday. That development 
underscored concern about whether high school 
seniors would be able to complete their req 
studies in time for graduation. 
The alternative learning centers will be sta 
by volunteer teachers, but the program will 
be able to provide official credit toward gr 
tion, Healey said. 
Responsibility for setting up sites will rest 
the coalition. None will be located on Boa� 
. Education property. 
Although the union has rejected a sc 
board proposal to· provide emergency clas 
seniors, Superintendent Ruth B. Love said 
schools will be open Monday for the senio 
allow them to graduate on time next spring. 
Marine i_njured by hand grenad 
the wounded Marine was a member of 
peacekeeping force guarding the embassy 
not one of the State Department's regular 
bassy guards. 
Jordan said the Marine was wounded "i 
upper left leg and ankle" and evacuated t 
Marine compound at Beirut airport where he 
treated and reported "in good condition." 
U.S. Embassy offices were set up at 
beachfront Duraford building after the born 
of the U.S. Embassy compound. 
,--1 I 
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Advanced Placement for Veterans 
If you've been honorably discharged from a 
branch of the armed forces, your training can gain y 
Advanced Placement in Army ROTC. You're eligib 
to enter the ROTC Advanced Course, earn a $100 
month tax free a l lowance and become a Cammi 
sioned Officer in 4 semesters .  ,All, !n addi.tion. to t 
veterans bene.fits .you're already ,'r:'e¢eiving. You� 
also gain a minor in Military Science to add to yo 
degree. . 
See Captain John Napier in Room 308,_ Applied A 
Education Building to have your service experien 
evaluated. Put your military experience back to w 
as �n Army Officer. 
* BE ALL YOU CAN BE * 
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-�, ��'f!· ·Final interviews set; 
' , - c:c,�- ,, position to be filled 
by Sheila Billerbeck 
Eastern's  presidential search process 
faces completion Saturday when the 
Board of Governors picks one of the 
three finalists to be Eastern ' s  next 
president . 
a .m.  to begin final interviews with the 
candidates, each interview lasting one­
and-one-half hours . 
· e the cold and. rainy weather Wednesday a few of the Alpha Garns were 
front of their house on 1 6th street playing volleyball . They held a 1 2  hour 
n for the Juvenile Diabetes Foundation . (News photo by Eileen Connelly) 
After approximately five months of 
eliminating candidates, the finalists for 
the presidential position are Thomas 
Porter , executive officer for academic 
affairs at Connecticut State University; 
Stanley Rives, Eastern' s  provost arid 
vice president -for academic affairs; 
and Donald Schwartz, chancellor at 
the University of Colorado, Colorado 
Springs. 
BOG Executive Director Donald 
Walters said the BOG will meet at 9 
The new president should be in­
troduced before S p . m . ,  Walters add-­
ed . 
The special meeting of the BOG is 
scheduled for 9 a.m. Saturday at the 
O'Hare Hilton in Chicago. 
chnical problems end, WELH begins broadcasting 
thy Leahy "troubleshooting" and technical work . 
er several delays because of technical dif­
. , WELH FM campus radio is now broad-
In addition, Pederson said a delay on the part ,of 
Liberty Cable Television prevented the station from 
finding the wiring problem earlier . 
alleviated if the station stayed in operation over the 
summer . 
"If we didn 't  close down over the summer many of 
the problems we experienced wouldn't  have happen­
ed ," he added . 
' WELH station manager Dan Pederson said 
day. 
e have found the wiring prpblem and we 
broadcasting two weeks ago Monday (Oct . 
ederson said. 
"Ivan Holsapple (Liberty . Cable Television 
manager) postponed us, " Pederson said.  "There was 
a missing loop in the phone lines, but we did not find 
it until the cable was hooked up . "  
However , Pederson said the station must close 
down during the summer because "it is not 
economically feasable to keep it in operation". 
rson said faulty wiring from last year coupled 
the lack of a station engineer prevented WELH 
m broadcasting earlier . 
e lost our engineer and had to take a week and 
out to  find a new one ,"  Pederson.said . 
Holsapple said Thursday, "I did not postpone 
WELH . We went out one time about two weeks ago 
and we hooked up but they got nothing. There was a 
problem with the telephone lines or something. 1 
wasn 't the last hold up." 
"We don't  have a full staff or an adviser needed to 
keep it running , "  Pederson ·said: "The Apportion­
nrent Board does not apportion us the money to con­
tin·ue operating over the summer . ' '  
WELH, which broadcasts o n  98.l F M  and 640 
AM, is on the air from 6 a.m.  until midnight daily. erson said the station currently has two Pederson said the delay problem could be 
rs. The engineers are responsible for 
00 tickets sold 
bes concert adds to big name grou·p perforlna-n:ces--
nEsgar 
bers of the crowd rise to their 
scream at the top of their 
tights dim and music begins. 
scene? Chicago? Champaign? 
ern's Lantz Gym . 
ersity Board Concert Coor­
John Karol said that although 
concerts have been a rarity at 
in recent years, Alabama per­
at Eastern Sept. 9 and Satur­
Tubes and special guest The 
ics will play Lantz Gym . 
said he began talking to the 
agent at the end of last semester 
a possible date the group could 
at Eastern. It was not until the 
the summer that the package 
ized, he said . ·· 
s went on sale Sept . 21 for 
d $8.50, all seats reserved. 
The Tubes will receive about $15,000 
plus 85 percent of gate receipts, Karol 
said. 
"They have a new album out this 
past summer and already one single, 
"She' s  a Beauty," has cracked all the 
pop charts, " he added . 
REO Speedwagon's  spring 1980 
Eastern performance was Eastern ' s  last 
major conert . Since then, groups such 
as Cheap Trick , The Kind, Pat Travers 
and the Blushing Brides have played 
before small crowds at Lantz or 
McAfee Gym, he said . 
"I like to see concerts and I 'm tired 
as are other people of going to U of I 
(University of Illinois) to see a big 
name group, , ,  he added. 
Previously groups have passed by 
Eastern and opted to perform in cities 
·such as Champaign or Terre Haute, 
Ind., Karol said. 
However ,  performances  by 
Alabama, Tubes and Romantics this 
semester have put Eastern back on the 
map, he said . 
" I  think having 5,400 people show 
up for Alabama started us off on a 
good note. We were almost assured 
that Alabama would draw that well ," 
Karol noted. 
In addition, the UB's $4,000 profit 
from the Alabama concert marked the 
the first time in years the UB has made 
money on a concert, he said . 
However, ticket sal�s for Saturday's  
Tubes concert have not been as great a5-
expected, he added. 
"I 'm a little disappointed but they 
should pick up during the last week ," 
Karol said tuesday. "As of today 
(Tuesday) we have sold about 2, 100 
tickets and we need to sell 2,900 to  
break even ." 
Karol and other UB officials could 
not be reached for comment late 
Thursday. 
About 1,500 tickets were sold the 
first week and sales dropped off con­
siderably, he said . 
However, "naming the Romantics 
helped out a lot ,"  he noted. 
The Romantics will receive about 
$2,500 to play and are scheduled to 
perform for about SO minutes, Karol 
said. 
In addition, although final plans 
have not been made yet, the UB would 
like to off er one or two major concerts 
next semester, he said . 
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The News serves despite complaints 
So why read The Daily Eastern News? 
"It's just a campus newspaper put out by a 
bunch of students who can't spell," right? 
This seems to be a prevailing attitude on cam­
pus. "The paper you love to hate;" nearly 
. everyone cuts down the News, laughs at it, 
throws it away after reading it. · 
The operative phrase is after reading it for those 
of us who sacrifice grade point . averages and 
hours of spare time to put out a daily newspaper 
at Eastern. 
The News is read because it provides a daily 
function that would be sorely missed. Unfor­
tunately, many readers view it only as a constant 
source of imperfection. . 
We get calls and letters: "Why wasn't this 
covered?" "We want a story about this." "Where 
was the photographer?" "You spelled my name 
wrong." The list goes on. 
It hurts. It hurts because we try; we care. We 
are constantly striving for perfection. We haven't 
made it, but we've yet to have any of our detrac­
tors prove themselves as omnipotent or faultless. 
Editorial 
We're not either; we don't claim to be. 
As stated earlier, the thing that stands out as we 
hear people criticize us and watch them throw the 
paper aside is that they are reading the News. 
If no one read the paper, that would be the 
greatest insult for us 1o endure. But as National 
Newspaper Week draws to a close, we would just 
like to remind people that the press-especially 
the student press-is here to serve them. 
Wilbur Storey, speaking in 1 86 1 , probably said 
it best: "It is a newspaper's duty to print the news, 
and raise hell." 
The San Francisco Chronicle has been runn ing 
a series of advertisements in Editor and Publisher, 
a journalistic trade magazine. 
The ads always feature famous quotes concer­
n ing journalism and are headed with a saying like 
"A great newspaper is more than a birdcage 
liner." 
We don't profess to be a great newspaper, but 
we do profess to be more than a birdcage l iner. 
o�/ HECK. Ir You]tE b�AA flbHT f'�IR AND lJ5E A tRfE: I. WE: RE LE� VJN6! 
This week's question was asked by reporter Kerri Eastern speaks:. Niemann .  Photos were taken by Rich Viano. 
What is your opinion of Eastern's newtailgating policy? 
Your tum 
Write a 'real' editori 
Editor: 
This letter is written in regards t 
editorial written on Oct . 1 1  that 
with changing our school's s 
from a Panther to a Knight . My c 
and I maintain that there are many 
prominent issues that could 
pressed by The Daily Eastern 
than the "newsworthy" topic of 
school's symbol being changed 
your belief that it is too popular 
indicative of our athletic teams' " 
whelming powers. "  
A school's symbol doesn't n 
be representative of its athletic t 
characteristics: Ask the Hoy 
Georgetown; the Cornhuske 
Nebraska; or those mean Beav 
Oregon State . 
There are some symbols you 
make fun of in my local area. 
you can persuade the Bunni 
Fisher High School, or the Fl 
Hearts at Effingham High Sc 
change their symbols into a Knig 
we are happy with our Panther s 
Be glad you're not a Saluki! 
Please, do us a favor, write 
editorial . 
Ray Nagel 
Dave Stenzel 
Tom Schwarz 
Refuse waste site 
Editor: 
Highly toxic radioactive waste 
37 nuclear reactors in ten or 
states could be sent to l ll i  
shallow land burial if the Midwest 
pact (S.B. 1 08 1 ) passes the 
Senate on or about Oct. 
Geological survey maps show 
Y,our county could be the site for 
a nuclear waste dump.  ' Only a tremendous expression 
position from concerned citize 
st�p this outrageous legislation 
p�ssing . Alert your state senator 
fa'ct that proposed amendments 
c�rrect the basic faults of Sen 
1 08 1 : prol iferation of nuclear 
sites and facil ities througho 
Midwest and permission for a . 
land burial . Since a// landfill sites 
tually · leak , they should not e 
considered for reactor wastes 
remain intensely radioactiv 
thousands of years . There is 
- the state can responsibly mo 
prevent radioactive wastes from 
ing our drinking water supply f 
Ronnie Horne 
senior 
communications 
"It shouldn 't ex ist . 
Tailgaters are a way of 
relaxing . if you take them 
away, it's like taking away 
footbal l . "  
Brad Ehrich 
sophomore 
undecided 
"I think people are going 
to boycott the games 
because tailgaters bring in 
the spirit and gets people to 
go. Now they'll probably 
just stay home and drink in­
stead . "  
Elaine Wanat 
senior 
community health 
" I think it's bad because 
tailgating is a big part of the 
football game. I don't think it 
will increase game atten­
dance, if that's what they're 
shooting for . "  
Robin Sanders 
sophomore 
pre-nursing 
"I don't think the students 
are going to go along with it 
because all the other 
schools have tailgaters. "  
period o f  time . 
To put the health and environ 
Ill inois citizens at such risk is sh 
ly. Governor Thompson and o 
legislators should be so advised. 
Catherine Quigg 
research director 
Pollution and Environmental Pro 
l.etter policy 
The name and phone of at le 
author must he ·submitted wi 
letter to the editor. 
Letters submitted without a n 
with a pseudonym) or without a 
num�er or ·other means of 
authorships will not be publish 
Names will be withheld on re 
EMternNews 
. 
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·ne item transfers OK'd. 
y Apportionment Board 
ERA debated at seminar 
e A p p o r t i o n m e n t  B o a r d  
sday approved two University 
d Homecoming Committee Hne­
transfers.  
e first line-item transfer approv­
equested by UB Video Tape Coor­
or Floyd Akins Jr . ,  was $50 to 
the expense of Homecoming 
rs placed throughout the campus.  
ins requested that AB approve 
er $ 1 85 transfer be made to pay 
the Homecoming Committee pig 
also approved a $ 1 49 l ine-item 
fer request for Players. 
Chairman Gail Redeker said the 
money will be used to purchase a letter­
ing disk and paint mixer. 
Funds were originally allocated for 
the materials last spring but were plac­
ed in the wrong line-item, Redeker 
said. 
In  other business, Union Area Head · 
Bill Clark presented the AB with a 
report of the revenue-sharing balance. 
As of June 30, the revenue-sharing 
account balance was $35,742. 85 and 
the strnlent activities reserve account 
showed $90,403. 1 3. 
I n  a·ddit ion , member Nathal  
Williams was approved as AB vice. 
chairman . 
by Douglas Backstrom 
Two Eastern students contrasted 
views Thursday concerning differences 
between men and women's support for 
President Reagan. 
Senior Isabel Parrott and junior 
Gary Welsh spoke at a Brown Bag 
Seminar, entitled "The Gender Gap: 
Political Fiction or Fact!' which was 
held in the Union Bookstore Lounge. 
Richard Goodrick, political science 
instructor, said the seminar was the 
first of the 1 983-84 Brown Bag series 
co-sponsored by Eastern's political 
science department and the Public Ad­
ministration Association . 
The hour-long session began with 
both students explaining their defini­
tions of "gender gap ." 
nter offers career information · 
Parrott said the "gender gap" is 
shown by apparent differences in the 
choices for presidential candidates by 
women . Kenny 
dents who need help to find in­
tion about desired careers may 
e help from student peer 
tors at Eastc;rn 's Counseling 
uate students from the educa­
psychology and guidance depart­
are serving as peer counselors in 
ational Career Library located 
Counseling Center , ·Counselor 
Baird said. 
ents who have not selected a 
or an uncertain about the major 
ve selected, "often find the use 
r information helpful in the 
ting of their future plans," he 
urces available to students in­
the Guidance Information 
, he added. 
puterized occupational system 
p-to-date descriptions and pro­
for job openings, Baird said: 
The system has information concern­
ing graduate schools, four-year col­
leges and universities and two-year col­
leges and vocational and technical 
schools . 
In addition, recent information from 
the Bureau of Labor Statistics about 
professions and employment. outlook 
and the Occupational Outlook hand­
book and dictionary of occupational 
titles are available in the career library. 
Other resources available to students 
are career .monographs and informa­
tion from many national professional 
organizatons. 
The library has staff members on du­
. ty from 9 a :m.to 4 p.m. , Monday 
through Friday, he said . 
" I n  order to make the most effective 
use of time and materials , we ask that 
students make an appointment with the 
receptionist at 5 8 1 -34 1 3  to, use the 
library, " Baird added . 
Parrott said that recently, more 
women have been voting for can­
didates whose main concerns have 
dealt with social welfare and " liberal 
issues ." 
STAINED GLASS 
WINDOW SUPPLIES 
-ayailable now 
J&B Glass Co. 
Call now for lessons 
lir.'t M��;on ljr:'I � 345-2421 � 
_____ from page 1 
NEW WAVE 
·v1NTAGE 
CLOTHING SALE 
Oct. 22 
Noon-5 the proposed grading system 
contribute to the overall 
ic outcome. 
e proposal should be assessed on 
merits , not on the issue of 
Wohlstein said.  
lstein added that "the new 
would seem to penalize students 
tern who are attempting post­
te work because they would be 
ed to individuals from other in­
ns who do not have such a 
member Robert Barger also 
the new system would penalize 
udents, 
r pointed out that a "better 
" would be penalized because 
ranges in the grading policy, 
g a student receiving the grade 
and not a grade of A+ . 
a result ," Barger said,  "a grade 
:verage of 4.0 would be nearly 
to obtain . "  
t said converting t o  the plus/ -
ading system would "neither 
help students, but would serve 
e a  clearer distinction between 
assigned to Eastern students . "  
ition,  Wright said h e  believed· 
posal would avoid placing 
on academic probation un­
"ly. 
r the current university pro-' 
and dismissal policy , a 
grade point average of 2 .0  is 
, which would be a straight C 
"Wright said. 
plus/minus system passes , a 
receiving all C's  and one C­
subject to probation and 
dismissal ," he noted. _ 
member Dave Doughty, who 
meeting while CAA chair­
t was delivering the com-
mittee report , announced that further 
arguments on the plus/minus proposal 
will be heard at the Oct . 20 CAA 
meeting . 
A vote is expected at the Oct, 27 
CAA meeting, Doughty said . 
All 
at 
MABEL'S 
6 1 3  E. Green 
Champaign 
ubes and Romantic 
L.P.'s &.Cassettes 
ON SALE I 
$8.98 LIST ••••e NOW $5.99 
Mi\ZUM� RECORDS 
140SSt� St. 345-3314 Moq.-Sat.10-S 
Spaghetti, Pizza, 
Salad & Garlic Bread 
only•3.49 
Sunday4-8 
�,arty's 
Welsh, president of Eastern's young 
republicans, said his definition of the 
"gender gap is the major differences in 
polf opinions between men and. 
women." 
Welsh said the reason for the dif­
ference is that men and women think 
differently when choosing presidential 
candidates because women, who do 
not have jobs, deal with children, 
social welfare and the Parent-Teacher 
Association. 
" Men's concerns are government 
spending, inflation .and communist ag­
�ression," he said.  
· Parrott said it is true that women 
think differently than men. She said 
women just want the right of being 
treated as equal individuals . "We want 
better paying jobs but and because of 
the lack in child-care services, that has 
prevented women from getting better 
paying jobs . ' '  
Welsh , who said h e  opposes the 
Equal Rights Amendment , said women 
should not feel that they are mistreated 
by Reagan because he has shown 
fairness by biting women leaders. 
IMMEDllTI 
DELIVERY 
941-1071 
4PM TO l2PM 
52.·50 
ANV �D\NICI-\ 
,, 
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Happy Sweetest Bay! 
Dear Sandy, Thanks for be­
ing my sweetheart, you'l l 
always be number one in my 
heart. Love always, Jim 
� 
� 
Debra, You will always be my 
SWEETHEART, Thanks for 
everything . Your Everlasting 
Love, sCott 
Dear Muffin,  wishing you 
were here with me take the 
loneliness away. Love Jim 
To My Bestest : Happy 
Sweetest Day ! Thanks for all 
the rockin ' times! My kitty cat 
craves crave ! Love, Your 
Bestest from the Freaker's Ball 
"Hey Buckwheat" This day is 
definitely for you ! Make it a 
good one cutie. McGurk 
KITTEN :  The great times 
we've spent together have only 
just begun ! I Love You, Teddy 
LANE,  What can I say? Hap· 
py Sweetest Day! I Love You! 
Bernee 
Danny, Just wanted you to 
know I stil l  care. I will always 
love you .  Meg 
Keith Chadwick: No Gramps 
Gram this year, just a simple " I  
Love You" ! Happy Sweetest 
Day! Love, Sue 
JOEY MILLS:· You are my 
"sweetest' ·  and I will love you 
forever and always! Patty 
B.G. , Thaiks for the best 
year of my life! We made it, 
"You and I". Love always, 
Trish 
Jim , Thanks for all the love 
and trust. Happy Sweetest Day 
to the biggest sweetie of all .  
Sandy 
ERIC LAFFEY: 
the best E . 1 . U .  
varsity tennis 
player ever! How's 
your panther 
doing? 
Love An Admirer 
Andy - Loving you forever 
will be easy but it won't be long 
enough . Mary 
SMS, Even though we're 
apart now I miss you so much 
and love you all the more ! 
Love, MJM 
GOOSE - I love you more 
today than yesterday. but now 
as much as tomorrow. You're 
always in my thoughts . Happy 
Sweetest Day . All my love . 
Karyn . P .S .  Happy Anniver· 
sary ! ! '  
Jeff. I love you .  Come sail 
with me .  Together. Forever . 
You and I .  Always . Pam 
Amy, You've gotten my act 
together. Thanks for the last 
two weeks. they have been the 
best ! You really do mean a lot 
to me. Love Kirt 
Teddybear : I m  looking for· 
ward to our future together . ( 2  
years?) I love you too . Kitten 
Linda Lou . Happy Sweetest 
Day! Thanks for the great 
friendship and love. Love. 
Schnicky 
Pat - Happy Sweetest An· 
niversary Day! See ya soon .  
M.Y .B .  -J . S .  
Tim . Thank you for the most 
special year of my life . I hope 
an of our dreams come true! I 
love you! Kel 
Jeff, You've made the past 
month very special to me. I 'm 
looking forward to the months 
ahead . I 've finaHy found what I 
want . Love. Nancy 
Suzanne, you are a jewel .  
about the rarest I 've ever seen 
and I wish I could polish off all 
the edges of my craziest 
dreams. Love . Mitch 
Shelly, The first six months 
have been great , I hope they 
continue. Love Tons, Joe 
Ken Nieze, You are the sex­
iest man that ever walked into 
Lantz Weight Room. L .J .  
Mark, I 'm looking forward to 
our l ife together. Happy 
Sweetest Day! Love, Tammy 
� 
� 
Swen , Did you forget 
Swedish Day? I love you . 
Sweetie - Olga 
To Jerome Simmons: Love 
me without fear. Accept me 
without change. Want me 
without restrictions. And I will 
do the same . Ardent Admirer. 
C . L . A . 
Lance . I 've never had so 
much fun and been so happy at 
the same time . . .  Thanx to you !  
Love. Kim 
Jerry,  You"re the BEST. Hap· 
py Sweetest Day . and Happy 
Anniversary . Love you always. 
Tina 
Campus House G u y s .  
Thanks for being you Happy 
Sweetest Day ' Love 1n  Christ . 
Sharon and Christi 
Note to M. Wassenaar 
Here·s to a year"s worth of fun 
in two weeks . I guess. it's the 
drugs (get it?) And 11'.e  ain " t  
talkin ' cereal bowl . Joe. we·re 
talkin·  fal l in "  over your room·  
mate's bed. Happy Sweetest 
Man . Up Next : The Tubes 
· ·co· · .  you have become the 
melody of our music ' I'm sure 
we'll continue to live in har· 
mony. Love. Damien 
TOM VOSE: You are my one 
and ONLY Sweetheart. Happy 
Sweetest Day! P.S.  You know! 
Love Always, Jeanne 
To the Dirt House boys : 
Keep up the wild partying 
times. ·we know there will be 
many more. Don't forget cer· 
tain birthdays and all nighters. 
You guys are the best . Martha 
and Trish 
Ray Gibbs my one and only. 
You make marriage wonderful !  
Crazy about yah , Tonya 
Chibs! I stil l  think your the 
sweetest. Have a good day. 
Love, Mert 
To the guys in 22 & 23 -
Thanks for all the extras. Love. 
Girls in 24 
Dear Chips, I 'm so happy I 
have you to share my love with . 
May we have many more good 
times ahead of us. I Love You! 
Happy Sweetest Day! Lisa
, 
To the Hottest Chachoonies 
in the world - Happy Sweetest 
. Day! I love you ! Ruth 
Hey Max . If sugar was as 
sweet as you . honey, sugar 
just couldn't be bought.  
Doug - You party animal ! 
Thanks for always being such a 
riot & ·such a sweetie! Love. 
Monique 
RICH FISH - The last few 
months have been great ! I 
know we'l l have many more 
together because you are very 
special to me. Love always 
-Caley 
Boo . "Together" is a happy 
word · it means we'll always 
share the joy of being needed . 
of having someone there . And 
as we see our dreams fulfil led 
' " together: ·  may we be as hap· 
py as we are today · for All 
Etern ity! Luv Nieceyboo 
Rex: Thanks for the best 
year of my life . I hope things 
work out so we can share that 
happiness again .  I love you 
very much . Karann 
Ron and Mark - We love 
your hot buns! From your 
Babycakes. Mel and Lisa 
V' 
� 
T eenie - Thanks for always 
being there and for listening. 
You're the . best roomie ever. 
Kr an 
Kenny: Happy Sweetest Day 
honey. These past 7 years 
have been the best years of my 
life. I Love You Always. Love, 
Rox 
Happy Sweetest Day Jay, 
Love You more than anything 
and I always wil l .  Yours 
Forever Kelly 
DAVID WASSON - i"lappy 
Sweetest Day. Let's watch "I 
Love Lucy" again . . .  SOON! 
Love always, Nancy 
To my Sweetest Tyn on 
Sweetest Day. Love , Ger 
Sarah & Chrissy - Happy 
Sweetest Day to the most 
Beautiful girls we kn.ow! Love, 
S & M  
Little Girl : Someday we will 
be together again .  I Love You. 
Birdie 
Richard H. Happy Sweetest 
Day' You've brought sunshine 
and happiness into my l ife . I 
love you . Laura 
Chris. What ever happens. I 
still love you more than 
anything. You're my Endless 
Love . Love. Mark 
TAMARA. ifs been over a 
year since we met . and you sti l l  
keep gett ing better .  I love you 
· ·Truely" Geoff 
Susan . you"ve made study· 
ing Cale . and Accounting very 
nice . Hope we have many 
more sessions.  Love Jim 
Ul issa and Meggers. I miss 
you guys. Please keep in 
touch . Love . Sanders 
Barb.  Every day is Sweetest 
Day with you .  Love Always. 
Brian 
"OOPA . .  You"re very special 
Bridget . Just thought I'd let you 
know how highly I value · your 
friendship .  Love. Rob 
Roxanne,  you're the girl of 
my dreams. and mine in reality. 
I need nothing more . Love. 
Ken 
Diane. You're the Best 
Friend I could ever ask for .  
Thanks for everything! Love. 
Sandy 
. Angie A . ,  Thanks for 1 '12 
years of Happiness: Charlies 
Bunyon , Campus Pond ,  Cook­
ing 04t. Loverboy. It's been 
Wonderful !  I Love You . H .  
Joseph 
TOM, 
Thanks for 
making my life 
complete and for 
all your love 
and times we've 
shared . 
I love you darlin, 
and hope our love 
will continue to 
grow. 
Love Always, Beth 
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Happy Sweetest Bay! 
AMY W. , I can't take you 
anywhere , but I want you to 
know how much I care about 
you anyways. 
Stevie J . ,  As Willie would say 
yau're "Always On My Mind . "  
Happy Sweetest Day! Your 
Lubin er 
Amber, Drew, Ben - You 
•e very special to me. I think 
you all are great! Mary 
Joey - Even though you're 
far away, you're always on my 
mind. I'm glad I'm yours and 
e1r1't wait to be your Mrs. ! Hap­
py Sweetest Day. I Love You 
A lways B ab e .  S i g n e d . 
Spaghetti Face 
Kathy, To my sweetest on 
this sweetest day. I love you 
more and more each day and I 
Im yours forever. You are My 
!heart. I Love You. Jay 
Libby, My Love for you 
ws day by day. Thanks for 
· g on . Love Scott 
Mr. Ben - Happy Sweetest 
and 1 7  months! How'd I 
so lucky? Love. Beth 
Scatman otherwise known as 
man called horse . Our stable 
always open for you . Love 
y Palm and her Five 
ters. 
Bear , Only 626 
s unti l  we're M r .  a n d  M rs .  
ke ! Love you dearl y ,  
ydo l l  · 
� 
� 
GEOFF, I may not say it 
, but I love you more and 
each day! Love Always , 
a 
Julie, The past three weeks 
have been very special . I know 
nothing will ever pull us apart . I 
Love You ! Love . Mark 
George and Sam: Thanks for 
being our greatest friend .  I 'm 
sure. you are so queer ! We 
love you! Oscar and Lou 
Dave. You're real special to 
me. One day we are gonna 
have a great life together! Luv 
Always. Lisa 
Mr. FKB , Let's just hang in 
there , we'll make i t !  No matter 
how bad it gets - we have 
each other! I Love You -
Always & Forever ! '85 ' 1 1  
You're the Best! Mrs. FKB 
TAMA, Happy Sweetest Day 
and thanks for three super 
years! It won't be long !  Love . 
Rick 
John , I will love you forever · 
near or FAR. Never forget that ! 
Love Dedee 
Brian (Cowboy) ,  "Hey, can 
we go outside for a minute? I 
really want to kiss you . . . D .  
Pooh , I love you because 
you're you .  I ' l l  always be there 
when you need me. Don't give 
up. Love, Dinker 
Mike. Thanks for giving me 
the best 2 '  • years of my life . I 
wi l l  always love you !  
Ron . T o  my love, n o w  and 
forever.  Happy Sweetest Day . 
Sweetheart . I Love You.  Ji l l  
MARYBETH To the 
"sweetest ' '  roommate I have ' 
Be Good - Love Ya.  SAM ' 
S h e r r y ,  Y o u r  T H E  
GREATEST! Love Ya!  Nob 
<:) 
A_ 
OSCAR & LOU - Happy 
S w e e t e s t  D a y  to t h e  
SWEETEST neighbors we 
have ! Love , Sam & George 
-
Lisa, I love the way you bake 
and the way you care . Most of 
all ,  what I really love - is when 
you say "I  do declare" .  Love, 
Steve 
Donzo, I can't believe a com­
puter date turned a wild wench 
into a tame wench . I love you .  
The Wench 
NOLA, You're the Sweetest 
pig in the pen . I will always love 
you !  HORNY TOAD 
Michael Kuhn - Happy 
Sweetest Day! I wouldn't trade 
this past year with you for all of 
the banana bread in the world l l  
Love Always, Sue 
Bob. The past two weeks 
with you have been great . I 
hope the other night didn't 
SPoil i t .  Love. Toni 
Tiger - Happy Sweetest 
Day! Everything you have done 
this fall has meant a lot to me.  
Let's enjoy your last year at 
EIU more than anything . I Love 
You - Kitten 
JEFF . You are the sunsh ine 
of my life : the apple of my eye : 
the cheery on my sundae :  and 
the PoPSicle in my mouth ' I 
LOVE Ya!  Julie 
Hoolie - Your "trial ' ·  is over 
and you've been found guilty of 
loving me. I love you back. Me 
To My SWEETHEART ED 
H U B E R :  Thank you for all the 
fun and special  moments we 
have shared together .  I have 
enjoyed the past couple mon­
ths of our ·new' relationsh i p .  I 
Love You ' Lynette ( Eddie ·s 
Steady) 
Paul . you put the "sweet'' 1 n  
Sweetest Day 1 I ' m  glad we 
worked th ings out . Love Ya.  
Lynne 
BETH - Happy Sweetest 
Day Babe . You're very special 
to me and I wil l  Love You 
always. Love ya . Tom 
Karyn. You mean the world 
to me. I miss and love you lots. 
You bet 'cha '85 Goose 
Inga Lee - Thanks for the 
best two years of my life, and 
don't worry we'll get the rest of 
the plans going immediately. 
Happy Anniversary. Love , 
Joey James 
Dear Jutes, I Love You, your 
obiculis oris's, and all 379 
d!iYS you've put up with me. 
Love Mark 
To my partner in crime 
Happy Sweetest Day. From the 
one who's so fine·, she blows 
your mind!  
Scott Bayliff. I know th is last 
month has been rough . but I 
Love you Forever and a day . 
Libby 
Brett - I hope we get 
together soon . because you 
are a real sweetheart ! Chris 
PEPIE & LOUIS SAY Try 
Again . " 5 " .  1 -U ' Love You ' 
Your Little LynchPr 
<:) 
·� ----
Nacl Quantitative vebies 
Champagne. Thanks for ask­
ing .  Romantics you know what 
I mean . I love how you love me .  
Love ya. GSA 
Ken . The happiest times are 
always with you . because you 
make everyday Sweetest Day . 
Love Ya. Hon Lisa 
JOHN . You've put so much 
happiness into the past 2 
years . Your wonderfu l '  Love 
Stephan ie 
Brigitt e .  You're so special  to 
m e .  we·ve had many great 
t imes.  and many more to 
come1  Al l  My Love . Brent 
Brad ( Big Man on Campus ' ) .  
I Love you a whole bunch ' ! ' l l  
Love . Judy Happy Sweetest 
Day ' · 
To that darn J ay - Happy 
Sweetest Day Cutey! I love you 
more than pizza ! Bel ina 
To My Prince Lawrence -
You take my breff away ! !  Hap­
py Sweetest Day ! Your  
Princess Di  
Dewie, Happy Sweetest Day 
to the best sweetie in the 
world .  I love you !  Thanks for 
always being there. Love, 
Pooh 
T .J .  Others may have their 
sweethearts but mine's the 
best. I love you ! !  Mega 
· 
Taduh,  You've made my life 
wonderful !  Happy Anniversary 
and Sweetest Day! I Love Yo•J !  
M e  
Tanya, The last month 
together has been great , I am 
looking forward to many more 
happy and crazy t imes 
together. Be ready for a wild in ­
formal and format . Love. John 
Happy Sweetest Day to the 
:wo sweetest daughters -
CHERYL Watroba & JULIE 
Manchester . · Love Always. 
Karen 
To Nell - you have been a 
real inspiration to me. You' l l  
forever have a place in my 
heart . Love. Bev 
. Dan - To my one and only 
sweetheart' Happy Sweetest 
Day honey. I love you .  Betsy 
George! Thanks for making 
the last 6 months wonderful . I 
love you very much . Happy 
Sweetest Day Hun .  Love 
Always your Angel 
Dear Mark. I 'm so happy that 
you're all mine.  You're very 
special to . me. I'm looking for­
ward to a great weekend .  I 
Love You . . FOREVER Love . 
Jul ie  ( F  W) 
Dan . I 've enjoyed these last 
l ive months .  I hope there ' s  
more t o  come ' Love TOAD 
P . S .  How about some HONEY 
HONEY ' 
To The 
Sweetest 
Couple 
SHARI & 
JOHN 
Happy 1st 
A nniversary 
Best wishes!! 
Love, Susan 
.. -
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TAILGATE SPECIALS 
' 
Meister Bra u T.J. Swan Mi l lers 
· 6 pak cans wine 7 50 ml 6 pak cans 
$1 .99 $1 .69 $2.59 
($ 7 . 28 warm case) ( $9 .  70 warm case) 
We Support � We Support the Panthers the Panthers 
sa\e eods 
QC\• '\ 6  
w�w���� 
FLASH t:i��;s 
at the 
CRAFT DEPOT'S 
WORKSHOPS 
TO REGISTER , · CALL: 
58 1 -3 6 1 8  
WORKSHOPS 
� . 11 ® BEGIN OCT. 24 
Sponsored by Alpha Phi Sorority 
Help to support EIU's  athletics -:­
Get your car windows washed for FREEJ 
SPECIAL GUEST : -
THE ROMANTICS. 
· l����le at : SATURDAY, OCT. 1 
MAZUMA 8 : 00 pm. 
MISTER MUSIC . · $850 & $950 
UNION BOX OFFICE 1 1  am . - 3 pm. 
o oo���� 
Now on Special : 
'-, 
OIQ Style $26 , 1 /2 barre ls . . 
' 
Molson' 
6 pacl< NR ' S  
s4 .09 
Beer 
� Ale 
Golden 
\ 
509 Van Buren 345-463 6 
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thers cont ront explosive offense of UNI  
end Jim Schmidt high-steps a tackler clash with league foe the· University of Northern 
Youngstown State game.  The Panthers Iowa. ( News photo by Sam Paisley) . 
conference play this Saturday when they 
ome match in six weeks 
· kers return home to host Loyola 
Leahy 's volleyball team will return to Lantz Gym 
t home match in six weeks when the Pan­
Loyola University 7 : 30 p .m.  Friday . 
very psyched to be home again and I hope 
an advantage, "  Eastern volleyball coach 
ton said Thursday . "We would like to see a 
d there :" 
expecting a good match from them; they 
they have talent , "  she said.  
head coach Carolyn Bellows said that 
Ramblers and Eastern are "pretty evenly 
" she is expecting a tough mate� from the 
Eastern and Loyola play it is always a dog 
Dows said. "We both basically have the 
back from last year . . 
ve a lot of respect for Eastern , "  she con­
They play very well together as a team and it 
a good, close match . ' '  
r ,  Eastern's mentor, Ralston, said her 
'II have to regroup from last weekend's 
ting 2-2 outing at the Windy City Invita-
also competed in the eight-team tourney 
seventh. Ralston said the taller Rambler 
ked very effectively last weekend and 
the Panthers . 
have a tall squad, with six players over 5-
hes tall , "  Ralston said.  "We wil l  try to mix 
up our offense more than we did in Chicago by doing 
more <linking and trying to drop soft hits in the back 
row. 
"That may. pull them away from the net so our at­
tackers can be more effective, " Ralston continued . 
"Also, we have to work on being prepared · for 
recovering from being blocked , "  she added . "When 
one of our big hitters gets blocked , we aren ' t  
prepared . "  
Eastern, 1 7-6, is led by senior Stacy Cook . Cook 
leads the team in kills with 223 and boasts a 28 . 5  at­
tack percentage . In  addit ion , Cook has 3 1  service 
aces to her credit . 
Bellows said,  "We are concerned about Stacv 
Cook . She is someone to contend with . "We ar� 
preparing for her in practice this week . "  
Defensively, the Panthers are led by seniors Bon i1 ie  
Fisk and Kathy Briggs . Fisk is the squad 's most effec­
tive blocker with 38 solo blocks and 3 1  block assist s .  
Briggs has been the Panthers' most consistent 
defensive player this season, collect ing a team-high 
232 digs . 
Loyola, 1 1 -9, will counter with seniors Marv Kav 
Oskielunas and Kathy Anderson. Oskielunas : a 5·­
foot- 1 0  inch middle hitter , is � regional All­
American . 
·"We do have a lot of experience on our side , "  
Bellows said.  "But w e  also have soll}e inexperience in 
key posit ions which will put us at a slight disadvan­
tage Friday. " . 
ters face· strong Texas sq uads 
Lynch 
's soccer team will face a pair of tough 
this weekend when the nationally rank­
battle North Texas State and Southern 
University. 
Saturday will face North Texas State in 
.Texas and Sunday the Panthers meet 
Methodist in Dallas. 
s, 1 0-0 and third rankecj nationally, 
int to defeat two teams that gave them 
season. The two Texas squads held 
Eastern scoreless in three contests. 
North Texas defeated the Panthers twice last 
season in matches with 1 -0 scores, while Eastern 
played Southern Methodist to a 0-0 tie during the 
1 982 EIU Classic. 
In addition, it was North Texas State which 
eliminated the Panthers from the first round of the 
1 982 NCAA Midwest Regional when the Mean Green 
scored the game winning goal with just two seconds 
(See BOOTERS, page 1 1 ) 
by Kirby Flowen 
Eastern's football team will battle the University 
of Northern Iowa's aerial attack at 1 :30 p.m. Satur­
day in the Panthers' league opener at O'Brien 
Stadium. 
' 
Northern Iowa's passing attack is led by senior 
quarterback Larry Miller and is under the direction 
of former Eastern head coach Darrell "Dr.  Victory" 
Mudra. 
Miller has thrown for 1 ,229 yards and fi\'e 
touchdowns this seasori, including last Saturday's 
280-yard effort against the University of Wisconsin­
LaCrosse. 
"I think Miller is the best quarterback Eastern's 
defense has faced , "  Mudra said . "Miller has a 
chance to do really well . "  
Mudra coached Eastern t o  a 47- 1 5- 1  record over 
the past five seasons, including an NCAA Division II 
national championship in 1 978 and a quarterfinal 
playoff appearance in Division I-AA last year. 
Mudra's successor, Al Molde said, "I 'm sure there 
is added importance to quite a few of the players and 
· staff members who have been part of Eastern's suc­
cess when Darrell was here . "  
"Now they view their former coach i n  the role o f  a 
Saturday afternoon opponent , "  Molde added . 
In addition , Molde noted that Saturday's  contest 
with Northern Iowa is a key game for both squads.  
"Our preparation is rout"ine but there are several 
factors that make a victory significant , "  Molde said . 
"We want to win the conference, keep alive a winn­
ing streak and maintain our position challenging for 
a tournament bid . "  
"They've (Northern Iowa) won two i n  a row and 
I 'm sure they realize they can 't  afford another con­
ference loss and remain in the race for the champion­
ship, " Molde added . 
Northern I0Wa i!· l- 1 in the Mid-Continent €on­
ference and 3·_3 overal l .  The Purple Panthers posted 
a 32-26 win over Western Illinois University, while 
losing to Southwest Missouri State 3 5- 1 3  in league 
play.  
The Purple Panthers also have notched victories 
over Drake, 34- 10 ,  and Wisconsin-Lacrosse last 
Saturday, 4 1 -0.  However , Northern Iowa dropped 
two early-season losses to I ndiana State University, 
26-0, and Southern . I llinois University-Carbondale, 
52-9.  
Mudra said, " I  think you have to take the level of 
competition into consideration when you talk about 
our last two victories (Western and Wis-Lacrosse). "  
"We played some really strong teams early i n  the 
season and didn't have much success , "  Mudra add­
ed . "But now the .players are more confident and 
hopefully we can compete with the stronger teams. "  
Mudra said the key t o  Northern Iowa's  success 
Saturday will be how well the Purple Panthers ex­
ecute. 
"We can't  beat ourselves , "  Mudra said.  "If we are 
going to have a chance to win we are going to need a 
few. breaks, but what will determine the game will be 
how well we have planned for them . "  
"We have to adjust our defense and offense to 
what they do, "  Mudra added .  "It is  just a matter of 
our players being ready to play . "  
Eastern, 5- 1 ,  is riding a four-game winning streak 
entering its first MCC contest and Molde said he 
thinks his squad is right where he wants them to be at 
this point in the season. 
"We're particularly happy to have won the first 
(See PANTHERS, page 1 0) 
Inside 
Pitching series 
Baltimore end Philadelphia will continue what is 
becoming a "pitching series" Friday when stan­
dout hurlers Mike Flanagan end Steve Carlton 
square off against each other In the third game of 
the 1 983 World Series. Both pitchers will be out 
to snap the 1 - 1 series deadlock. 
see page 1 0  
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Boddicker heads Baltimore mou nd success 
PHILADELPHIA (AP)-Baltimore Orioles 
southpaw Mike Flanagan, who won the 1 979 
American League Cy Young will oppose 
Philadelphia's Steve Carlton, winner of four Na­
tional League Cy Young Awards, Friday in the third 
game of the World Series. · 
This has become a pitcher's World Series . So far in 
the best of seven game series, which is tied at one 
apiece, Orioles pitchers have allowed only two earned 
runs and eight hits, three of them by Joe Morgan . 
In the six post-season games-including a four 
game triumph over the Chicago White Sox in the 
American League playoffs-the Orioles staff has i: 
combined earned run average of 0.65 , having allowed 
four earned runs. 
���: '83 }! � Update - · 
While the Orioles' staff includes two Cy Young 
winners in Flanagan and Jim Palmer, the star of the 
show has been rookie right-hander Mike Boddicker. 
Chicago 4-0. 
Boddicker, who also has command of a fast 
slider and curve ball, then extended his strengt 
shutout innings to 1 8 , including the last six in re 
season ,  when he threw a three hitter to 
Philadelphia 4- 1 Wednesday night to even the ser 
" Boddicker was just amazing· out there ,"  Ph 
pitching coach Claude Osteen said. 
" He has four pitches and he has four dif� 
varieties of each of them , "  Osteen added. " I  tho 
he might need a computer out there to figure 
which of his pitches he would throw. ' '  
The Orioles have grown used t o  this type o f  pe 
mance. 
Using what has been named a " fosh ball"-com­
bination fork ball and change-up, which the Orioles 
call " fish"-Boddicker struck out an AL playoff 
record 1 4  White Sox and threw a five hitter in beatinj!; 
... .... .. ... ..... .. ____________________ ---i 
Harriers hope to regroup 
by Crystal Schrof • 
After a "disappointing" 1 0th place 
finish at the Notre Dame Invitational 
last Friday, Eastern's  men's cross 
country team will try to regroup Satur­
day in the Illinois Intercollegiates at 
Edwardsville. 
The Panthers are hoping to regain 
the competitive edge Saturday when 
they travel to Southern Illinois 
University-Edward�ville. 
"We need to get t:>ack on the com­
petitive track to be mentally ready for 
the conference, "  assistant track coach 
Tom Akers said. 
· 
Eastern would be shooting for a 
third-place finish in the iriter­
collegiates, he said. 
" 'We will probably battle it out for 
third with Illinois State, "  Akers said . 
"There should be some excellent com­
petition. ' '  
In addition t o  Illinois State, Akers 
said Saturday'� t�p co,mpetitors will be 
Southero _ .  · . .  tJihiois  · U nivers i ty­
Carbondale, · University · of Illinois, 
North Central College, Illinois State 
Unive.rsity, De Paul University and 
Bradley University. 
"Southern Illinois is one of the top 
10 teams in the nation . They have an 
excellent team , "  Akers said. " I  think 
that Southern will capture the Illinois 
Intercollegiate title for the second con­
secutive year . ' '  
Akers added ,!.hat 4e.. ,al}ti�ipat.e� tlt� 
Intercollegiates will be much tougher 
than the conference meet . 
The Parlthers will be led by Bot 
Panthers__trom page 9 
two games this month (Youngstown 
State, 2 1 -20 and Akron University, 1 0-
7) and now return home for four 
straight, "  Molde said. 
. "We feel good about our situation 
and with the defense getting a little 
healthier we believe we are ready for a 
run at the league title and playoff ber­
th, " he added. · 
Eastern linebacker Tyrone Cov­
ington and flanker Jim Schmidt, who 
were sidelined with injuries last _week ,  
are expected to  be  able to play Satur­
day. 
Ironically, until last Saturday, when 
Roger Holoman replaced Schmidt, the 
offense had started the same lineup for 
the first five games, whilt'. the defense 
has started the same lineup only twice. 
Molde also noted that the Panthers' 
offense is beginning to gain the balance 
that he hoped it would at the start of 
the season. 
"Offensively, we've taken what the 
defense will give us, "  Molde said. 
"The past two games have been com­
pletely different in that we were able to 
throw against Youngstown but relied 
on the run at Akron. "  
" I  thought the offensive line played 
Beine, Aaron Shepley, John Gassmann 
and Scott Pillsbury. Nick Whiteside, 
Paul West , Mike Samuel and Dan 
Newman will round out Eastern ' s  
scorers. 
Pete Dowling or Tom Kukowski will 
fill the Panthers ninth-place spot , 
Akers noted . 
However, there is a possiblility 
Eastern ' s  harriers maybe with out the 
services of Whiteside who is suffering 
from "mild ankle strain ,"  Akers said. 
TAI LGATE SPECIALS 
Meister Bra u 
6 pak cans 
$1 .99 
($ 7 . 28 warm case) 
We Su pport 
the Panthers 
dS sa\e et\ 
oct. 1 6  
T.J. Swan 
wine 7 5 0  ml 
$1 .69 
M i l lers 
6 pak cans 
$2.59 
( $_9 . 70 warm case) 
We Support 
the Panther 
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nding denial may h urt 
ters' weekend efforts 
sc-oreboard Report scores to 581-2812 
' s  soccer team discovered this 
t the words rich and famous 
sarily go hand in hand. 
thers, 10-0 and ranked third 
, have gained a great deal of 
and noteriety among their 
Division I opponents this 
"ut success h�s not made them 
the team tried to obtain an ex­
for a two-game road trip to 
:fhursday, Eastern ' s  athletic 
t denied the request . 
nthers reasoned with Eastern 
Director R.C.  Johnson that 
el this weekend would help 
up to their potential . 
er, the booter's  request for 
funding was denied by 
who said , "The funds are 
available . "  
� anthers regrettably lost their 
battle and headed for Den­
Thursday via a 1 4-hour van 
an and his club had hoped to 
as Friday to  face two of their 
scheduled opponents this 
North Texas State University 
hem Methodist University. 
soccer followers wi l l  
ber  North  Texas  S t a t e  
ed the Panthers from the 1 982 
idwest Regional tournamen t .  
an's travel request was not 
ble if you consider that for 
time Eastern is a legitimate 
Behind the byll�e: 
Mi ke lynch 
contender. 
There must have been some way for 
Eastern , an established Division I 
school, to come up with $ 1 ,500. 
The Panthers' 6id for a national 
championship is a great opportunity 
for Eastern 's  overall reputation-one 
Johnson and the athletic department 
should pursue whole-heartedly. 
But college athletics is a big business 
and unfortunately schools like Eastern 
get lost in the financial crunch . 
Eastern's considerably low financial 
support leaves its soccer program 
financially lost in comparison to 
schools like Duke University, Clemson 
University and Indiana University. 
However , Eastern still competes on 
an equal level with other national con­
tenders despite its struggle to make 
ends meet with its $ 1 0,000 operational 
budget . 
The denial of a l itt le extra travel 
funds to the soccer team could even­
tually cost Eastern its first maj or divi­
sion national championship. 
Conversely, had Johnson granted 
Hyndman's  t ravel request Eastern 
would not be assured a national soccer 
crown.  But then again ,  offering the 
squad every possible financial advan­
tage could not hurt . 
Football  
Regular ... eon 
AMERICAN CONFERENCE 
Eaatem llhlalon 
w L PF PA • 
1181timore 4 2 1 30 1 25 
Buffalo 4 2 1 1 6 1 23 
N.Y.  Jets 3 3 1 32 1 1 3  
Miami 3 3 1 1 6 1 02 
New Englend 2 4 1 1 6 1 44 
Centre! DMalon 
Pittsburgh 4 ·  2 1 39 1 1 5  
Cleveland 4 2 1 1 8 1 1 5  
Cincinnati 1 4 92 1 22 
rlouaton 0 6 1 09 1 74 
W- Dtllalon 
L.A. Raiders 5 1 1 45 94 
Se8111e 3 3 1 28 1 22 
San Oiego  3 3 1 70 1 74 
Den- 3 3 88 1 00 
Kansas Crty 2 4 1 07 1 08 
NATIONAL CONFERENCE 
Eaatem Olllalon 
Dallas 6 0 1 78 
Washington 5 1 1 82 
Ph�adelphia 4 2 1 04 
N . Y .  Giants 2 4 1 09 
St. Louis 5 1 03 
Central Oi.lalon 
Minnesota 4 2 1 30 
Green Bay 3 3 1 6 1  
Chicago 2 4 1 29 
Detroit 2 4 1 1 6 
Tampa Bay 0 6 8 1  
WHtern Division 
San Francisco 4 2 1 7. 1 
L . A  Rams 4 2 1 2 5 
New Orleans 4 2 1 45 
Atlanta 2 4 1 24 
Sunday ' 1 game• 
Houston at Minnesota 
San Francisco at New Orleans 
Miami at New York Jets 
St. Louis at Tampa Bay 
San Diego at New England 
Ch1eago at Detroit 
Cleveland at Pittsburgh 
Buffalo at Baltimore 
C1nc1nnatt1 at Denver 
L A .  Raiders at Seattle 
New York Giants at Kansas City 
Atlanta at L.A Rams 
Philadelphia at Dallas 
1 28 
1 22 
1 0 1  
1 1 8 
1 9 1 
1 53 
1 63 
1 23 
1 1 7 
1 52 
1 09 
1 2 1 
1 23 
1 1 8 
Mid-Continent Conference 
� 
W L T 
SW Mis8ouri 2 0 0 
EASTEllN O 0 0 
N. Iowa 1 1 0 
Weatem 0 2 0 
All OMlea 
W L T 
4 1 0 
5 1 0 
3 3 0 
2 4 0 
Selurdmy'a Reaulla 
Mid-Continent Conference 
Eaetem 1 0 . Akron 7 
Northern Iowa 41 , Wla-LllCtoaae c; 
WHtem llinoia 38, Central MO 1 9  
Murray Slate 1 9. SW Miaaouri 7 
........., .. ...... 
Northern Iowa 81 EaaMrn 
Soutllem - 81  SW Miaaouri 
Wis·Whit- 81 Weatem llinoiS 
.. Ten 
........., .. .. _ 
Ohio St81e at lllinoia 
Michigan Sl81e 81 Indiana 
Purdue 81 Iowa 
North-em 81 Michigan 
WISCOllain at Minnnote 
NCAA I-AA poll 
1 Eastern Kentucky. 5·0 BO 
2. Soutllem llllnola, H 74 
3.  Jackson St81e. 6·0 7 3 
4. Holy Cross. 5·0 70 
5 . Furman. 3· 1 60 
6 .  South Carolina St.5·  1 58 
7. Colgate. 4·1 53 
8. Northeast LouSiana. 4· 1 49 
9 .  (tie)Southern Ila).  5·0 4 1  
North Texas Sta•e. 4·2 4 1  
M c  Neese State. 5- 1 4 1 . 
1 2. Tennessee State. 4· 1 · 1  36 
1 3  Idaho State. 5·0 33 
1 4. (tla)Ealtem, 5-1 23 
Middle Tennessee. 4·1 23 
1 1. lndlana State, 4-2 22 
1 7. Lalayette. 4· 1 1 6  
1 8  Appalachian State. 4·2 1 O 
1 9  Idaho. 4 · 1  8 
20 Grambling. 3· 1 · 1 7 
T earns 1n bold are slated to or have 
played Eastern during the regular season 
Soccer 
ISAA Poll 
1 Duke University .  358 
2 University of Clemson 304 
3. E11tern llllnol1. 300 
4 Indiana Un1vers1t�·. 2 76 
5 ColumD1a. 262 
Baseball 
WORLD SERIES 
Friday's Game 
Baltimore at Philadelphia 
S.turday'• Game 
Baltimore at Philadelphia 
Sunday'• Game 
Baltimore at Philadelphia 
X•Tueeday's Qame 
Philadelphia at Baltimore 
X•Wedneeday's Game 
Philadelphia at Baltimore 
x·if necessary 
Wedneaday'• result 
Baltimore 4, Philadelphia 1 
Tuesday's result 
Philadelphia 2, Baltimore 1 
Hockey 
WALES CONFERENCE 
Patrick Diwlslon 
w L T Pta 
Rangers 5 0 0 1 0  
PhiladelpM 4 0 0 8 
Islanders 3 1 0 6-
New .Jersey 1 2 0 2 
Pittaburgh 0 4 0 0 
Wahington 'J 4 0 0 
Adams Division 
Boston 
Buffalo 
Quebec 
Hartford 
Montreal 
3 1 . 0 6 
2 1 0 4 
2 2 1 5 
2 1 3 
3 0 2 
WESTERN DIVISION 
Norris Division 
w L T 
St. Louis 4 0 
Chicago 3 1 0 
Minnesota 2 
Toronto 1 2 
Detroit 0 3 
Smyth• Division 
Edmonton 4 O 0 
Vancouver 2 3 0 
Winnipeg 1 2 
Calgary 1 1 
Los Angeles O 4 
Pts . 
8 
6 
3 
3 
8 
4 
4 
3 
1 
(Top four 
In NCh dlvlalon qualify for Stanley Cup 
playoff a.) 
____ from page 9 
Monday:' 1 game 
Washington at Green Bay 
Last Sunday · 1 rHult1 
Denver 26. Houston 1 4  
Detroit 38. Green Bay 1 4 
Minnesota 23.  Chicago 1 4  
6 St Louis. 2 2 7  
7 Rutgers. 1 94 
8 Cai-Berkey . 1 85 
9 Hartw�k University 1 44 
1 0  Alabama A·M.  1 30 
Thurlday'1 reaulta 
Boston 4.  Montreal 2 
Philadelphia 4. Winnipeg 3 
St Louis 7 .  Los AnQe!es 4 
Rangers 4. Washington 3 
Hartford 4 .  Quebec 4 
game. 
hink we're going to be 
l ," head coach Schellas 
said. "I t· was not only that 
but they beat us earlier in the 
e the fact that North Texas 
urns all but two starters from 
, Hyndman said he expects di f­
its. 
AT 
FOTO-QUIK 
(former film box) 
(coupon required) 
( 1 2 exposure roll) 
to 24 prints $3 .39 
(24 exposure roll) 
to 48 prints $6 . 39 
FILM 
to 30 prints $4 .39 
(36 exposure roll) 
to 7 2  prints $7 .39 
pon expires 1 0- 1 7 -83 
AZZERCISE * 
-For St. Judes-
ry Morton:lnstructor 
DAY 
October 1 6  
Grand Ballroom 
2 to 4pm. 
Sponsored by 
Hon Sigma Alpha 
Beta Mu 
Tickets available 
at the door. 
Call 348-8689 
"Last year I think it was not so 
much their talent that beat us but 
rather their dept h , "  Hyndman said . 
"This year we have the depth and they 
won' t  be able to beat us by 
substituting . "  
The Mean Green will find i t  hard t o  
out-subst itute t h e  Panthers because 
this time around Hyndman has his top 
18 players healthy for the first time . 
New Orleans 1 9 . Atlanta 1 7  
Cleveland 1 0 . NY Jets 7 
Washington 38. St. Louis 1 4  
Baltimore 1 2 .  New England 7 
Buffalo 38. Miami 35iotl 
Philadelphoa 1 7. NY Giants 1 3 
LA Rams 1 o. San Francisco 7 
San Diego 28 Seattle 2 1  
LA Raiders 2 1 .  Kansas Crty 20 
Dallas 27 .  Tampa Bay 24iotl 
Leet Monday's ••ult 
Pittsburgh 24 .  Cincinnati 1 4  
1 1 Akron Un1vers1ty .  1 03 
1 2  UCLA. 9 1  
1 3  Virgina 76 
1 4 . F .  Dickerson. 69 
1 5 Connecticut. 5 1  
1 6 .  San Francisco. 32 
·1 7 South Flonda. 1 3 
i 8 Old Domonon. '3 
1 9  Ph� phoa . 4 
20 Bowling Greer. 3 
Note: Eastern os also ranked No. 1 on 
the Midwest Regton by the lntercOlfegla1e 
Soccer Assocoat10n of America 
Frlday'a gemea 
Quebec at New Jersey 
Pittsburgh at Washington 
Sh o p  for 
ba rga i n s  
i n  the 
c lassi fieds! 
, ...... . . . . . . .... . . . . .. ... . 
• HERFF JONES REPRESENT A JIVE 
U niversity 
Union 
Lobby 
(Deposit $ 1 5 . 00) 
-Don 't Delay­
Order your Class 
Rings NOW RHAPsoov 
HERFF JONES / 
Chuck Williams 
Colege Sales Specialist 
3236 Highwoods West Drive 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46222 
ANY MEN'S STYLE 
ULTRIUM RING $89.95 
Reg. $1 20-
ANY LADIES STYLE 
ULTRIUM RING $89.95 
Reg. $1 20-
----------------------------------..,.,....--------------�-- -----
t J  
1Uft.t�  
MEXICAN FOOD 
Soup and Sandwiches 
250 Lincoln • 1 B lock West of Campus • (345-7 42 7) 
TAILGATE ·SPECIALS 
Meister Brau T.J. Swan Mi l lers 
6 pak cans wine 7 5 0  ml 6 pak cans 
$1 .99 $1 .69 $2.59 
($7 . 2 8  warm case) ($9 .  70 warm case) 
We Support We Support 
the Panthers the Panthers 
sa\e end• "enP 
Oc\· '\6 ( lJ><'n "1 1w n  You Nttd Us M°"t' 
If you didn't buy it at Reggie's , you pa id too m uch 
YOUR 
. ·  ·w, Halloween Parly 
. - , . . . - . . . . Headqu rter . 
GOOD. LUCK 
. PANTHE.RS 
from: * Donne . 
* Janice • . � .� * Pam * Vicky 
0Jonnc(s 9faif' 
. . . 
For an 
Appointm ent 
Call 3 4 5 -44 5 1 
"t 1 408 Sixth Street 
Charleston Downtown Merchants 
Welcome E1u· Fans 
Charleston Card Co. D & D Hobbies 
Dixie Cream Donuts Eagle Bank 
Mack-Moore Shoes Granny's Kitchen 
Mar-Chris Gilts Hanfts Jewelers 
The Uptowner & Cellar Mick's C_lothing 
Unfinished Unfinished 
Make You r  Touchdown on the Sq uare 
GOO D. LUCK 
PANTH ERS ! 
Drop by Mc Donald's 
Before or After the Gome 
ll NCOtN & D IVIS ION 
When Nol'l:hfll'IJ Iowa 
has the ba/L • •  
What to ex 
The University 
Northern Io  
enters its final I 
M i d - C o n t  i n  
Conference g 
Saturday again 
one big advant 
Darrell Mudra, 
seasons at East 
Iowa a wealth 
Eastern ' s start 
defensive tack 
freshman, is no 
tutelage . Cons 
should not be ab 
prises on the visi 
them Iowa, 3-3 
have a difficult 
ranked 14th in t 
even with M 
Northern low• Offense 
84 T. Roberts . . . . . . . .  TE 
75 T. Thomas . . . . . . . . LT 
60 J. Waskosky . . . . . .  LG 
5 1  S .  Etzel . . . . . . . . . . .  C 
59 A. Nels0n . . . . . . . .  AG 
65 A. Clark . . . . . . . . . .  AT 
1 9  S.  Owens . . . . . . . . .  FL 
1 0  L .  M il ler . . . . . . . . . .  QB 
35 J. Vaughn . . . . . . . .  HB 
24 C. Mil iner . . . . . . . . � FB 
8 D.  Goree . . . . . . . . .  SE 
2 M. Molstead . . . . . . . .  K 
Eastern llllnols Defense 
66 G. Duncan . . . LE 
7 1  D. Magro . . . LT 
76 C .  Nicholson RT 
85 T. Moska: . . RE 
55 0. Jackson SSB 
33 T Covington ILB 
59 D Fergurson ILB 
5 R Taylor WLB 
1 2 D Foster LCB 
42 G Bridges RCB 
28 R Williams FS 
N. lowa 34, 
Indiana State 
S .W.  Missouri 
S. I ll inois 52 
N. lowa 32 ,  
N .  lowa 41 , w· 
5 J. Hutchings, TE 
_ 74 B. SMiies, LT 
68 T. Rokn, LG 
88 R. Cook, C  
64 S. Schoer, RG 
75 T. Thornaa, RT 
1 H. CHtellenoa. K 
2 P. Blelr. TE 
4 A. Drew. CB 
7 D. Pitta, HB 
1 1  P. Carroll ,  QB 
1 3  T. Peterson, QB 
1 4  a. Newby, FS 
1 5 S. Sanderson. SS 
1 8 I. Bronaugh. SS 
1 7  S. Peyton. QB 
1 1  C. Person. CB 
1 S G. Scott, QB 
20 M. Were, HB 
21 C. Pierce. FB 
22 D.  Fellon, SS 
23 B. Grevenhorst, HB 
24 K. Hunter, HB 
Eastern 38,  llH 
Southern Illinois 1 
Eastern 35 ,  Gr 
Eastern 4 2 ,  N .  
Eastern 2 1 , Youn 
Eastern 1 0, 
EIU Update -----
What to expect: 
Eastern  I l l inois  
enters i t s  Mid­
Cont inent  Con- · 
ference opener 
Saturday against 
the University of 
Northern Iowa 
dout like UNI's  Larry Mill 
them Iowa shuts down the E 
ing attack, an Eastern vict 
result from a top rushing pe 
Eastern proved last Saturday 
Akron University 10-7 that it 
the balanced offensive attack 
during the first three games t 
looking to continue its move in the Former Eastern head coac 
NCAA I-AA rankings. The Panthers, 5- Mudra, now at Northern Io 
I and ranked 14th among I-AA teams, Eastern's players all too well . 
needs to avoid another loss to keep its contest could virtually end 
playoff hopes. alive. Saturday, the Pan- strategy battle between M 
thers should have little trouble defeatin� Eastern qead coach Al Molde. 
the visiting Panthers if they stick to their in Moldf s Panthers' pote 
passing game and utilize their could be �oo much for Mudr 
outstanding running game led by senior them Iowa to counteract . E 
Kevin Staple. Sophomore quarterback · jump out quickly and let its 
John R�fferly, ranked ninth in I-AA defense control the game · 
passing efficiency by the NCAA, has to mistakes . Look for the Pan 
have an outstanding game Saturday for sive line to pressure Miller 
Eastern to defeat Northern Iowa. If  that poor passing situations an 
is the case on Saturday, Rafferty and some key interceptions. 
Eastern could fall short against a stan- Who to , watch: Quarte . 
Jtandout quarterback Larry 
e most part , will have Nor-
i fate in his hands against an 
Eastern team . The quality 
Iowa's play has improved 
·r 52-9 loss to Southern 11-.1¥ t-luee weeks ago, but 
. will still have to prove 
Any combination of a high 
rate or key interceptions 
end for Northern Iowa. 
to motivate his club 
arleston homecoming and 
into a pressure offense . 
omore quarterback John 
t the passer Miller is, and a 
wa win could result from 
ive use of the airways . 
h: Standout quarterback 
• who has passed for 1 , 229 
' t on 94 of 1 80 passes this 
. . . . . .  at Eastern 
oungstown State 
. . .  at N. Michigan 
Central Missouri 
• . .  N.W. Missouri 
M. F•rley, SLB 
M. Steln .. , WLB 
T. Jon•, LC 
M. Oden, AC 
D. Frten, SS 
74 T. L•wshe, OT 
75 D. Plttm8n , OT 
11 ' E. C-•rmlch .. I .  DE 
71 D. W•lah. AB 
· 71 M. Kuhn, C 
IO A. HolOmon. FL 
13 K.  Spmrkmon. WA 
14 ft S.nka, WR 
18 C. Vli'llOn, TE 
10 A. Kleboom, K 
12 F. W•lah, DE 
13 C. P•rker, DT 
14 P.  Sch•ub, DT 
15 T. Ruffino, DE 
18 S. Bonne1. DT 
11 R.  M•thla, DT 
. . . .  Northern Iowa 
. . .  Western Ill inois 
• . . . .  Indiana State 
hwest Missouri 
Western Kentucky . 
season ,  will be instrumental Saturday. 
Miller was listed 20th in Division I-AA 
total offense by the NCAA. He enters 
Saturday's game coming off a 280-yard 
passing effort in Northern Iowa's vic­
tory over Wisconsin-Lacrosse last week . 
Wide receiver Darryl Goree is_ UNI 's-top 
receiver with 24 receptions for 375 
yards. He will be a big factor Saturday if 
Milter can use the airways . Chris 
Miliner, an excellent running back , will 
help Northern Iowa' s  ground ·attack as 
he enters Saturday's  MCC clash 244 
yards rushing on 67 carries . 
Key i njuries: None. 
At stake: Northern Iowa, forecasted 
to finish second to Eastern in the MCC 
this fall ,  stil l  has a chance of tying again 
this season for the overall league title. 
The Panthers would have to beat 
Eastern Saturday to have any chance. 
-John Humenik 
When Eastern 
·or running 
enters Satur­
rushing on 
r a balanced 
Saturday. 
, playing in 
the Panther 
a few in­
top line 
er Henry 
to Eastern 's  
role Saturday 
has the ba/L • •  
&atern ·mlnola OffenH Northern Iowa Defenae 
1 0  J . Rafferty . . . . . QB 41 M. Holmes . . . . .  LOLB 
9 J .  Wright . . . . . . . .  SE 62 D. Price . . . . . . . . . .  LT 
70 B. Mars . . . . . . LT 7 7  J : O'Brien . . . . . . . .  NT 
50 K. Lawrence . . . . .  LG 6 1  F .  Freebolin . . . . . . .  RT 
68 T. Coopwood . . . . . . . C 22 S .  Cowan . . . . . .  ROLB 
79 M .  Kuhn . . . . . . . . .  RG 9 1  J .  McFadden . . . . .  SLB 
65 A. McMurray . . . . . .  Rt 1 8  R. Williams . . . . . .  WLB 
82 0. Androff . . . . . . . . TE 1 1  J .  Fuller . . . . . . . . . .  LC 
8 K. Staple . . . . . . . . . HB 9 D. Ware . . . . . . . . . .  RC 
3 W. Nixon . . . . . . . . . FB 3 R.  King . . . . . . . . . .  SS 
8 1 J .  Schmidt . . . . . . . . FL · 29 C .  Jenkins . . . . . . . WS 
1 5  M .  Johnson . . . . . . . .  P 
Ttt i 
····� ····�� 
BE1TER ·1 ·HAN SUHMARINES 
FRESH DELI MEATS AND CHEESES 
ON FRENCH LOAF BREAD 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,  FREE t DINE IN OR DEL'VERY 
SMALL DRINK : 
WITHSANDWICH : 
• comer 9th & Lincoln · 
• open 'til I 0 pm. 
- 345-4 1 50 
SWEETEST DAY 
October 1 5  
Rose Special 
1 dz. sweetheart roses 
) • attractively boxed $ 1  0 .  00 • beautiful ly arranged $ 1 4 . 9 5 ��·' ·� ' ·  S�ND YOUR SWEETHEART FLOWERS 'L 
, 
503 Jefferson 
345- 7007 u\fobQe '(f Qowe1t ghop 
Try our Chicago Style Gyros 
• Italian Beef • ltaliM Sausage 
• l'.'ita Bread Sandwiches 
• Y-1enna Hot Dogs 
after the game tomonow 
.tllltilDM 
OPEN 
7 DAYS 
A WEEK 
-SPECIAL STUDENT RATES· aturing. . .  R 1 t f ADGER eg s �r or our 
weight training;_ AEROBIC EXERCISE PROGRAM 
machines for '-. 
men & women ..- SIRIUS FITNESS FACILITY 
� 7 1 8  Jackson, Charleston • 345-568 7 
t "SIRIUS" About Fitness Now! 
Go. Big Bluel 
I I 
' 
, , 
ii;-/ area's largest selection of
_ 
l(eepsake° Jewelry 
We offer Fast Repair  and 
-Appraisal on our premises 
Friday's Classified ads Please repart classified errors immediately at 58 1 -28 1 2 . A correct ad will appear in the next edition. Unless notified, we cannot be responsi­ble for an incorrect ad afters its first insertion. 
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Services Offered 
HALLOWEEN COSTUMES 
for RENT, adults. 1 004 N.  
1 2th, 234-2439 M-Th. 9-4, 
Fri . 5-9 p.m . •  Sat. 9- 1 . 
_____ .c 1 0/ 1 4,  1 7 , 20 
PROFESSIONAL TYPING 
Theses , Term Papers . 
Reports, etc. Reasonable 
noticfi! requested. References. 
·345-798 1 after 5:00. 
____ .c 1 0/3,6,  1 1 ,  1 4, 
Fast accurate typi n g .  
$ 1 /page. 348-5955, Donna 
________ 1 1 / 1 8 
Need a resume? See the 
resume experts: Copy-X Fast 
Print - your quality printers. 
______ c�.W. F-00 
Need Typing Done? Call 
345-2595 after 5 p .m.  
_c 1 0 ' 1 2 ,  1 3 , 1 4 , 1 7 , 1 9 . 20 
Help Wanted 
OVERSEAS JOBS - Sum­
mer/year round. Europe, S. 
Amer . , Australia. Asia. All 
Fields. $500-$1 200 monthly. 
Sightseeing. Free info.  Write 
IJC Box 52-IL-3 Corona Del 
Mar, CA 92625 . 
_______ 1 0/26 
Make Money working at 
home! Be flooded with offers! 
Details rush stamped address­
ed envelope. G .S .D . , Dept . A. 
1 2 7 5  H a r r i s o n  A v e  . .  
Charleston . -
________ 1 0/28 
Wanted 
Wanted : Male student look­
ing for a one room, or a one 
bedroom apartment . for re­
mainder of Fall and Spring 
Semester. Please call Mark at 
348-8747 .  
________ 1 0/20 
· Rides/Riders 
RIDE NEEDED Oct. 1 4  to 
McHenry or surrounding area 
(Northwest suburbs) . Call Jim , 
348- 1 248. 
________ 1 0/ 1 4 
Rides/Riders 
Are you going to California 
this Christmas? I'll split the gas 
costs. Call Larry 348-0038. 
________ 1 0/ 1 4 
2 girts need ride to U of Iowa 
Oct. 2 1 -23. Call Laura 58 1 -
5339. 
________ 1 0/ 1 8 
2 riders need rides to and 
from Springfield Oct. 1 4- 1 6.  
Call Bill or  Dave 58 1 -5858. 
________ 1 0/ 1 4 
Roommates 
Need one woman to share 
furnished house close to cam­
pus for Spring semester. Own 
bedroom, low utilities, $70.00 
a month. 348-5246. 
________ 1 0/ 1 4  
Need girl to sublease me out 
of Regency Apartments. 34·5. 
7829.  
________ 1 0/ 1 4 
. Need Roommate for Spring 
- Nice, quiet, furnished apt . 
Close to campus. Big living 
room I sunny kitchen 1 patio . 
$ 1 02 .50/month . Water / gar­
bage paid .  Susan 348-894 7 
________ 1 01 1 4  
7th ACROSS FROM BLAIR :  
Female subleaser .  Spring 
Semester .  washer  dryer ,  
microwave. 345-4453. 
For Rent 
Rent a mini-storage as low. as 
$20 per month . Sized 4 x 1 2  
up to 1 O x  2 2 .  West Route 1 6 . 
Phone 345- 7 746.  
__________ 00 
Regency Apts . .  have apts. 
available for second semester . 
Call 345- 9 1 05.  
_________ 1 1  1 
Need one female subleaser 
for second semester .  1 yr. old 
apartment. own room , air con­
ditioned . only 2 blocks from 
campus on 4th St . Call 348-
1 793.  ask for Beth . 
________ 1 01 3 1  
1 -2 Bedroom duplex. $250.  
water and trash paid . Quiet . 
348-8 1 58 .  
____ ___ 1 o. 1 4  
For Rent 
1 bedroom apt. furnished, 
close to campus. Available 
Spring Semester for two 
females. Phone 348-0020. 
________ 1 0/ 1 4  
Apartments and private 
rooms near square. Call 345-
7 1 7 1  from 1 0- 1 1 a.m. or 5-7 
p.m.  
_________ oo 
APARTMENT TO SUBLET to 
share with 1 or 2 males. Rent 
negotiable, must get out. Call 
348-5604 after 5 : 00 or 345-
2520. 
1 1  / 1  
Apartment for one o r  two 
females: Heat and water paid. 
8 1 8  7th. $ 1 60/$ 1 80 .  Call Ray 
Allen , C-2 1 , Wood Real 
Estate. 345-4488. 
---------...,...00 
Need FEMALE SUBLEASER 
for Spring Semester. Near 
Campus. Call 348-854 7 .  
________ 1 0 . 24 
Apartment to  sublet for 1 or  
2 people . Rent Negotiable . 
Near Campus. furnished . Call 
Sandy 345-92 1 9 
________ 1 O· 1 7  
Apartments. two on Square 
one - 1 bedroom w •all utilities 
$ 1 80/month plus security. one 
- 1 bedroom wiheat & hot 
water $1 501 1 student , $ 1 80 
for 2 sh
.
aring .  Plus security two 
& th ree bedrooms also 
available. 345- 7938 or 345-
9358 
________ 1 0 20 
Spring Semester: Very nice 
2 bedroom house for 2 people. 
$250.00 per month . 345-
4527 .  
________ 1 01 1 9  
Female subleaser needed 
Fal l and or Spring semester. 
$ 1 25 a month , low util ities. ful­
ly furnished. Close to campus. 
348-8760. 
________ 1 0  1 8  
Six girls need house for Fall 
· 8 4 .  C lose to campus . . 
reasonable rent .  Call 581  -
5 1 52 .  
________ 1 0  1 4  
Nice unfurnished 2-bedroom 
house : fireplace. W D hookup.  
double garage. '  $220 
utilities. 348-5386 NA . 
________ 1 0  1 8  
Official Notices 
Undergraduates In 
Graduate Courses 
Any senior intending to enroll 
in a course numbered 5000-
5499 must receive approval 
from the Graduate Office prior 
to enrollment. Also, any senior 
intending to enroll in a course 
numbered 4750-4999 for 
reserve graduate credit must 
obtain perm ission from the 
Graduate Officer prior to the 
f i r s t  c l a s s  m e e t i n g . 
Undergraduates without senior 
standing and a GPA of 2 . 75, 
!'1ay not enroll in 5000 level 
courses . No undergraduate 
may enroll in a course 
numbered 5500 or above. 
Regulations are printed on p .  
86 of  the 1 983-84 General 
Catalog . 
David H .  Buchanan 
Acting Dean , Graduate 
School 
Teaching Certificates 
All students completing a 
teacher preparation program 
this fal l ,  and wishing to obtain 
an Ill inois Teaching Certificate, 
r!lust apply for that certificate. 
Students may pick up the 
1 1ecessary application forms in 
Room 2 1 0  of the Buzzard 
Education Building. - Please 
note that the deadline for ap­
plying is November 4. In­
dividuals completing programs 
in Administration and SUpervi­
s i on , G u i d a n c e a n d 
C o u n s e l i n g ,  S c h o o l  
Psychology o r  Speech 
Pathology should submit ap­
plications through their respec­
tive departments . These 
departments will verify elgibility 
and forward the application to 
my office. 
The announcement does 
NOT apply to students obtain­
ing their certificate through 
"transcript evaluation :·  Such 
ind iv iduals should apply 
through the Superintendent of 
their Educaitonal Service 
Region.  Anyone needing fur· 
ther inforamtion or assistance 
may contact Dr. Schl insog in 
Room 2 1  O of the Buzzard 
Education Building .  
Application forms have been 
mailed to studei:it teachers 
scheduled to graduate this 
term . These should be return­
ed as soon as possible . Any 
student teacher graduating this 
term who has not received an 
application should write or 
phone Dr. Schlinsog im­
mediately . Phone ( 2 1 7 )  581 -
25 1 7 . 
George W. Schlinsog 
Associate Dean . School 
of Education 
Student Grade Reports 
At the close of each grading 
period Student Grade Reports 
are mailed to the permanent 
addresses l isted by the 
students--NOT to the local ad­
dresses. Please be sure that 
you have requested a change 
of pennanent address with 
Housing if there has been a 
· change in your permanent ad­
dress to which grades will be 
mailed. 
James E. Martin 
Registrar 
Fall Commencement 
Cap and ·gown measurements 
wiH be taken Friday, October 
1 4, 1 983 from 1 0:00 a.m . -
2 : 00 p . m .  and Friday , 
November 1 1  . 1 983 from 
1 0 : 00 a.m . - 2 : 00 p .m .  in the 
Un ivers i ty U n ion  Bridge 
Lounge . Al l  graduates par­
ticipating in the exercises must 
be measured by November 1 1  ,
1 983.  If you cannot make this 
date, contact Cathy Gregg at 
58 1 -36 1 6  to make other ar­
rangements prior to November 
1 1  , 1 983 so that you can be 
sure to participate in the 
graduation ceremony .  Caps 
and gowns will be distributed 
Tuesday, December 6 ,  1 983 
from 1 0:00 a. m . - 2 : 00 p . m .  in 
the Union Ballroom . 
Joan Gossett , Director 
Business Operations 
Unclear Records 
The academic records for 
students who have outstanding 
obligations with such depart­
ments as Textbook Rental Ser­
vice, Booth Library, Athletic 
Department , Financial Aids, 
Chemistry Deparetm e n t ,  
Security, Housing, etc . ,  will be 
marked unclear. Each student 
should check with all depart­
ments to clear all obligations 
prior to semester or summer 
term breaks and/or leaving the 
U niversity permanently . 
Transcripts of the academic 
record of any student with an 
unclear record will be withheld 
and not sent to any one or any 
place. If the obligation is ex­
tremely serious or prolonged, it 
may result in a complete hold 
on a student record which in­
cludes withholding grade 
reP<>rtS and precludes readmis-
For Rent 
Wanted Female Subleaser 
for Spring. $ 1 25 heat. paid. 
For more information call 345-
364 7, ask for Becky 
c 1 0/ 1 2 ,  1 4 , 1 7 , 1 9 , 2 1 , 24-28 
For Rent: 1 bedroom furnish­
ed apts. & 3 bedroom unfur­
nished homes available im­
mediately. Call Leland Hall Real 
Estate, 345-7023. 
------,.--- 1 0/ 1 4  
NOW AVAILABLE: 1 and 2 
bedroom apartments ranging 
from $ 2 1  O to $350 per month . 
Two persons per un it .  Student 
and non-student location . 
Carlyle Apts. 345-7746.  
For Sale 
SKIER'S SPECIAL: Kniess! 
1 65 skiis. Tyrolia bindings. 
boots, poles. $ 1 35. Lange 
1 70 skis, Tyrolia bindings, 
boots, poles , $ 1 1 0 .  Call Kim 
581 -3235 between 6-8 p . m .  
________ 1 01 2 1  
CLASSIC ! 4 Speed - 1 95 1  
Chevy Pickup. Runs. $600 or 
offer 348-0242 . 
________ 1 0 1 4  
' 7  9 Datsun 3 1  0 stereo. A/C .  
48. 000 miles LB. good cond . : 
$2950 or offer. Call 345-
6326 581 -27 1 0 . 
________ 1 0 1 4  
Stereo . portable great condi­
t i o n  a n d  so u n d .  $ 7 5 
negotiable. Call 348- 1 7 7  5 
after 5 p . m .  
________ 1 0  1 4  
1 978 Ford Fiesta, new tires. 
new brakes. new battery. new 
water pump, AMiFM cassette 
stereo. Excellent condtion . 
$3500 . 581 -2 786 
________ 1 0  1 4  
1 974 Mazda. 43, 000 miles. 
Runs great . $1 . 050 58 1 -
3430 . 
________ 1 01 1 4  
For Sale:  1 97 1  Fury I l l .  is 
dependable. $350 . 00 .  Call 
345-4577 .  
________ 1 0/ 1 4  
Must sell Commodore Com­
puter . Best offer .  Accessories 
available also . Call 58 1 -360 1 
________ 1 0/ 1 4  
lost and Found 
LOSE SOMETHING? Come 
to The Daily Eastern News -
we have many unclaimed 
items. We run lost and found 
ads three days FREE as a ser­
vice to our readers. 
c-00 
LOST: Brown wallet with ID.  
driver license, and pictures. 
Lost, Algebra book and blue 
notebook. Call 345- 1 54 7 .  
________ 1 0/ 1 4 
L O S T : L i g h t  g r e e n  
Psychology notebook, if found 
call 58 1 -2738.  
________ 1 0/ 1 7 
LOST: Green jacket with 
orange trim . Grand Slam Pub 
on back. Lost in Blair Hal l .  Call 
345-2008. Reward . 
1 0  1 7  
LOST: A letter addressed to 
Kathy Barry. If found call Jean 
348-0680 
________ 1 0 1 7  
Tim Schnoeker - Pick up 
your l . D .  at the Eastern News 
Office. 
________ 1 0  1 7  
LOST: EIU jacket . Royal 
blue. Name half-way faded off 
of inside. tag size xs. Lost Oct . 
1 2 in front of raquetball courts 
between 1 1  : 00 & 1 2 :00.  If 
found please call 58 1 -3858 
ask for Cheryl . 
Remember - lost-and-found 
ads are run three days FREE 
as a service to our readers! 
Please limit ads to 1 5 words or 
less . 
_________ cOOh 
Lost and Foun 
ROBIN R. LUCE:  Pick 
your drivers license at the 
Eastern News Office. 
________ 1 0/ 
FOUND: On campus 1 01 1  
blk and while kitten , approx 
yr. old and pregnant .  No c 
Call 345-3055. 
Have you or anyone 
know been sexually assault 
Free and confidential hel 
available . Call Women 
Rape 345-2 1 62 .  
Carpet your room with a r 
nant , see Carlyle Int 
Unlimited. West Route 
open 8-6 Mon . -Sat . 
345-7746.  
To the sweetest compa 
ever - happy Sweetest 
Same to the ·rest of you at 
------�- 1 0  
GAAMPS GRAMS - Sin 
te:egrams! Have a balding 
sing for any occassion . Pi 
· face available . ·  $5 .00 
2 9 1 7 
---�---� 1 0  
Two weeks i n  the sun ; 
2 7 -Jan . 1 1 .  snorkel . sc 
beaches, ruins, carrib 
Cozumel : Yucatan . Me · 
New Yea(s Eve Party: 
ican Beer:  58 1 -3728 
--�----� 1 0  
U-Store Warehouse Co. 
Self-_service Mini Storage 
20 Different Sizes from 
4 '  x 5 '  up. U-Carry The Key; 
One mile south of Rte. 1 6  
on Highway 1 30 
U- Store Wareh 
INDIVIDUAL ROCMS 
REX ' N '  DON BUILDING 
Ph: 345·3535 or After Hours 345-585 
Official Notices !re paid for thr6ugh the Office of University Relations 
Questions concerning notices should be directed to that office . 
sion . registreation . or gradua­
tion . 
'. James E. Martin 
Registrar 
Reapplication for 
Graduation 
Any student who has applied 
for graduation for a future 
semester or summer term and 
then finds that he will be 
graduated either � semester or 
summer term earlier or later 
MUST make reapplication tor 
graduation in the Records Of­
fice. There is no additional 
charge for reapplication . Aeap­
plciation must be accomplish­
ed no later than the published 
deadline to the new semester 
or summer term when he plans 
to graduate .  For Spring 
Semester 1 984 the deadline is 
Friday, January 20, 1 984.  
James E .  Martin 
Registrar 
Fellowships for Women 
Graduate Students 
We have received an an­
nouncement of fellowships for 
I l l inois women graduate 
students. These fellowships, 
provided by the IHinois Federa­
tion of Business and Profes­
sional Women's Clubs, are for 
use at only four institution. For 
further information, come to 
the Information Desk, 2nd 
Floor, East Wing, Student Ser· 
vices Building. 
Sue McKenna 
Director, Financial Aids 
Financial Aid 
Disbursement 
AH financial aid recipients of 
awards scheduled to be 
disbursed on October 1 4 . 
1 983 and those who failed to 
obtain their aid of an earlier 
scheduled date are asked to 
report to the Office of Financial 
Aids . 2nd Floor. East Wing . 
Student Services Building .  
from 9- 1 2  noon and 1 -3 : 30 
p . m .  on October 1 4 . 1 983. 
Please bring your student ID 
card with you . 
SLie McKenna 
Director , Financial Aids 
Graduation Requirements 
Deadline 
For a student to be con­
sidered a Fall Semester 1 983 
graduate ALL graduation re­
quirements must be met by 
4 : 30 p . m .  on Friday. January 
6, 1 984 . This means that any 
removals of incompletes . 
changes of grades, or an of­
ficial transcript of academic 
work from another institution 
MUST reach Records Office 
by that date. If all requirements ' 
are not met , the student should 
reapply for graduation for Spr­
ing Sernester 1 984 no later 
than Friday, January 20. 
1 984. 
James E.  Martin 
Registrar 
Correspondence Couraea 
Students who plan to take 
any work by correspondence 
MUST have that course ap­
proved in Records Office prior 
to enroling for the course. 
Students should ask to see Mr . 
Conley or Mr. Martin to di8cuss 
t a k i n g  w o r k  by c o r ­
respondence. 
James E. Martin 
Registrar 
Drop D .. dllne 
The deadline for dro 
c lass and receiving 
automatic ·w . .  for the 
Tuesday. October 25. I 
at 4 : 30 p . m .  
Scholarships offar 
for study in Genni 
The Johann Wolf 
Goethe University in Fr 
West Germany, is offer' 
undergraduate schol 
and one graduate award 
students for 1 984-85 
stipends include free tu· 
monthly living allowance 
proximately $70 (DM2 
ficient to cover room r 
participation in a four·w 
tensive German Ian 
course, and an optional 
Berli n .  
The graduate award 
an additional $ 1  90 ( 
per semester for assi 
assignments. The stu 
b e  r e p s o n s i b l e  
transporation , meals, 
miscellaneous expen 
Eliglblllty: Underg 
plicants must have 
two years when 
studeies in Ge 
plicants for the gr 
must hold a Bachelor's 
Proficiency in the 
launguage is also r 
Academic Credit: 
ticipanta will be able 
transfer credits. 
For further inf 
application forma, 
tematlonal Student 
2 1 1 Old Main, 581 -2 
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NAILS? Too short 
Too dry for show­
Nail Boutique for 
s.  We have repairs 
nail(s) or new silk· 
Take appointments 
1345-959 1 )  (348· 
i----cM,W, F/00 
Houseboys do eat 
t Goober and 
e the Tri Sig 
=-:�---: 1 0/ 1 4  Happy 
Dav.! Get ready to 
at the Alpha Garn 
e tonight . "Bot· 
la the word and ab· 
word of irritation ! 
on the ship! Love 
____ 1 0/ 1 4 
king forward to a .  
II the Pledge dance 
Love. Your Date Jim 
____ 1 0/ 1 4 
ready for one fun 
y 21 months !  
...---- 1 0/ 1 4 
, Just to say we 
forward to our 
hot chocolate yet 
y. Let's have a 
. The Women of 
· Announcements 
Tokens announces overnite 
film processing 2 for 1 prints 
everyday. 
______ cM,W, F/00 
Keep your tan year round ! 
European TanSpa guarantees 
it! 345-9 1 1 1 
________ 1 0/ 1 4 
A T T E N T I O N  S . A . M .  
Members 4 o'clock Club at 
Caesar's Basement Fri . ,  Oct . 
1 4  
________ 1 0/ 1 4 
A T T E N T I O N  S . A . M .  
Members 4 o'clock club at 
Caesar's Basement Fri . ,  Oct . 
1 4 . 
________ 1 0/ 1 4 
Vicky Vicky you're so fine, 
but I sure do hate to hear you 
whine! Go get your man and 
take him by the · hand (or 
whatever) and have the 
sweetest day you've ever had . 
(Sorry I missed the big event in 
the special section , but it slip· 
ped my mind . )  
________ 1 0/ 1 4 
SIGMA Pl PLEDGES, Have 
fun this weekend on walk-out. 
I ' l l  be thinking aobut you .  Love 
your sweetheart, Gai l .  
________ 1 0/ 1 4 
MIKE SWADE :  It's l ike this 
Happy 21 st Birthday. Have a 
GREAT day . Love , Jeanne. 
________ 1 0/ 1 4 
Delta Chi ,  Chi Delphia, 4 :00 
club today at the house . See· 
ya there . 
___ __,_ ____ 1 0/ 1 4 
Alpha Garns and their dates 
are psyched for PLEDGE 
DANCE .  
________ 1 0/ 1 4  
Lambda Chis: It was the 
greatest "Let's get Naked" 
function of the year! Ready to 
do it again .  Jennifer . 
________ 1 0/ 1 4 
Hey LAMBDA CHIS! Its the 
second an·nual Juice "I  can 't let 
go of the tree" byos camp 
along .  Tonight, · meet at the 
house at 4 : 00. P .S .  The fish is 
ready!  JUICE .  
________ 1 01 1 4 
Marcy, You're a wonderful 
kid !  Looking forward to a great 
semester. Love . Ron . 
________ 1 01 1 4 
J: t> o "" ' T  /( N DflV 1 F  
\# c  "-'D'"' 'T H f  G A Mi 
Ml IV•T I l • T"  w� vH I> 
A ll £ C <> ll  D /l)v,.,,if/!. 
Uf °P • 4 �T1 <  C u .O S ! 
Take a bite 
out of inflation 
by buying and selling in 
Dally East•rn M•ws 
classlfl•dsl 
Announcements Announcements Announcements Announcements 
Alpha Phi Omega: Puttin' on Tokens check cashing ser-
the ritz at Matt's tonight. Let's iiice dependable, convenient , 
mix and mingle. 4 : 00 at the open late and weekends to 
corner of 3rd and Pierce. serve· you better. 
________ 1 0/ 1 4 cM,W, F/00 
Christy , Get ready to punk To all the fine women of E IU .  
out .  Happy 2 1 st !  Love, Vicki . The Sigma Chi pledge class an-
-----�-- 1 0/ 1 4 nounced BEDTIME STORIES. 
JULIE ,  LAURIE :  Happy late Make appointments in Union 
Birthday! Love, Vicki . walkway or call 348-83 1 9 .  
________ 1 0/ 1 4 1 0/ 1 4 
Cindy, I 'm glad I have a Sigma Chi ,  Alpha Zeta 
special friend like you . Thanks pledge class is ready to party 
for being you .  Thanks for let· with the ladies of Delta Zeta 
ting me be me. Jennifer . tonight at the 4 :00 club, featur-
________ 1 0/ 1 4 ing Tony's Famous Pizza. 
Hey Sex Dwarf: Thanks for 1 01 1 4 
being there when I needed to SCOTT WILLETTE. Blow it 
talk .  You're great . ( Love my off and have a GAEEAAT 
hair too ) !  Love, AMF weekend !  
________ 1 0/ 1 4  1 0/ 1 4  
LAMBDA CHI 'S:  Lets have a Chuck, Sweetest Day was 
great time tonite at the annual made for you because there·s 
campout. Juice, don·t forget to no one sweeter than you . Hugs 
bring your flashdance l ights . & Kisses. You Mysterious 
Jewbox, now you can roast lover . 
your dogs without getting fin - 1 01,1 4  
ed. Steinkamp, I hope you·re MARY LOZICH :  Your a ter· 
ready for the apple schnappes . rific roommate! Get ready to 
Laces, don't forget to forget . PARTY this weekend. Mary P .  
Mahoney, don't forget the 1 01 1 4 
Baloney . Where is the Hilton? Sig Kap Pledges. Keep up 
JAK the good work . You·re doing a 
________ 1 o. 1 4  super job! 
CHUCK AVOLIO: You are 1 0  1 4  
the best dad ever ! You sure Zetoras : Thanks for the 
know how to tie one on (str· peach juice and fruit party . 
ing) !  I hope you have a terrific You·re doing a great job! Tau 
weekend '  Love your daughter. Love , Randee. 
Kem . 1 0  1 4  
________ 1 O 1 4  • Kay Dee Date Party Dates. 
To my wonderful mom. get ready for the n ite of your 
MONICA CAMARILLO, you life . 
picked a -perfect dad for me'  ________ 1 0  1 4  
This is going to be a great year ' 
I love ya! Your daughter . Kem . 
P .S .  Watch out for men who 
have to "tie their shoes ! !  . . 
________ 1 0 1 4  
BOB LONCAR: I 'm so happy 
your my dad] With you and Gail 
as parents. I 'm sure this year 
will be the best ever ' Love . 
your daughter , Sal ly .  
________ 1 0. 1 4  
Laurie . you are very special 
and I care for you very much . 
You real ly·add life to my days. 
Your real ly super ' Love you 
always, Jean . 
________ 1 0  1 4  
rat 's ta les 
Puzzl& Answers 
v 0 N - p A IS I S  I S p A T E 
A L E C I E L A N I M A  Y A N 
M E A L I D A T A I I L E D E 
p p A T E P E T L ---- - s A N E  S T 0 L E S • s p u R T - A T E R I S H 
H 0 A R D •  S I R E N •  0 T o ,  
E I R E • s 0 L E S • P  N E U 
A R , . s p A T s • S L E E T 
R E A C T 0 R S  • R  E A L M • 
0 E N I R 0 - s  A M  s ---
--- r E N � c H T I T L A N 
V I S I T I P O  0 H • E A S E 
A Z T E C I T A  R E • R I T E 
L E A S H I S T E R N 0 0 
The Delta Chi house will be 
happen tomorrow! Tri sigs are 
readly to get toasted for the 
Tubes. 
________ 1 0/ 1 4 
Happy 2 1  st Birthday, Col· 
leen . Your the best dad a son 
could have. Love your son , 
Mom. 
________ 1 0/ 1 4 
" Do-It-yourself" Classified Ad Form 
Name 
Phone 
Address 
Ad to read 
Under classification of:  
Dates to run _____________ _ 
· COST : 1 4 cents per word first day , 1 0 cents 
per word each consecutive day thereafter 
(min imum 1 Q words) . Student rate half price -
ad M UST be paid for in advance . PLEASE: no 
checks for amounts less than $ 1 .  00.  Lost & 
Found ads are run..FREE for three days . 
Place ad and money in envelope and deposit 
in Daily Eastern Ne ws box in Union by 2 p. m. 
one business day before i t is to run .  The News 
reserves the right to edit or refuse ads con­
s idered libelous or in bad taste . 
St�dent? (Studt;;n! ra� �alt- .... . � .... , � • - � ; , 
price) _ Yes ,  ,_ No - - - - - - - - - - -
Payment : _______ - cash '.:J Check 
'(o\.\ \4�'5SLE �E' � 
ll-\A.t4 �y fil.o� .  4 1 V£ 
.M.t OWE CtooD 
R_SrSo� To DO MY 
LAUIJDR.�. 
There ' n  Back 
YES , I R EME MBER 
A TIM [  WH E"1 THE 
BAND WAS PLAY I N �  
A H E AVY 
� 1 6  1/1/ 
� --- H o L LYWooo - I 
BLOOM COUNTY 
GO ON .  
1F.U.. � I fXJN'T 
C1JOK GRFAT fOR 
MY P.Gf. ••. GO C»J •. 
YOV 
{)()N7. 
I 
JlAt41JfJ!! HA! 
I llXJ< &RfJff t! 
5tJM ... VIBKANt .. 
VIR!t£ .. . 
I 
AN D TH E R E  : N  
Gi L / TfT r'.Z C tTY 
I M E ET l k E 
� / R L  O F  
x MY 
� D R t AMS . 
� �  
IN FACT, I flfflr.fr 
11/P.N 51X �R5 OU? 
11£ <mER P/ft .. ' 
I 
- m ; 
S H E"  WA S A f\l  
A C!l<. E 55 WHC 5£ 
TK \J E  AMB \T l oN 
i N  L i FE WA S 
?' T O  f!S---- G E  A 
::..-: CNT E T  
H D U S (  
W l\ ITRt: S S 1 
..... , ... .. , 
M«J'S 1HE 
F0&51t.. ,1 
\ 
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Congratulations 
1 983 FALL 
PLEDGE CLASS 
. T  
B 
- Sandy Ratliff 
Toni True 
Colleen ·Hartman 
Kris Imig . 
Ruth Krueger 
Kelly Newton 
Sharon Ernst 
Sharon Ryley 
Bonita Watts 
Rose Allen 
Sue .Mikicic · 
· Erin Henn 
. Kathryn .Murphy 
Lori Haskell 
.Michelle EdPors 
Karyn Cornwell 
.MaryJane Slocum 
Jill Harland 
T 
B 
345-2844 345-2844 345-2844 345·2844 345-2844 345-2844 
. ;�� \ 
Some pizza 
places talk 
_ about bei ng 
Delivery Experts 
Caesars has been in the 
Delivery Service for 
1 5  years . . .  
So when a.n E.l .U.  
Student wants a Pizza 
Caesars Delivers 
We'll also give you our 
ex�ra incentive to try 
our GREA T PIZZA· • • •  
These coupons 
r -- - - - - � - - - - - - - - T - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 
I 50¢ OFF any I $ 1  . 00 OFF any : I small pizza I . lg . pizza : 
1 delivered 1 - delivered ' L - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - � - - - �- - - - - - - - - - - - J 
P.S. You also get a FREE Qt. 
of Coke with any Pizza Delivered 
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345-2844 345-2844 345-2844 345-2844 345-2844 345-2844 
EPISCOPAL CHURCH 
E_- l · U ·  Campus Ministry 
Apross from Lawson Han 
Trin ity Church 
2 200 Western A,ve. Mattoon 
Rev. Donald J .  Schroeder Call 348-8 1 9.1 for Rides 
Mexican & Located at 
American 6th & Platt 
Cuisine Mattoon 
Banquet Reservations Faclllties 
Available Accepted 
234-9444 
Lunch with Mexican Buffet 
Served weekdays 1 1  a . m . - 2  p . m .  
Visit our lounge 11 :00 a.m.-1 :00 a.m. 
•I 
D'TOWN CHARLESTON • 345-9222 Ml. H ELD OV�R ! 
MR ' �--·· . ·�""! . M ichael AA� Terri .. -
-� Keaton ( • l'-" .. \ Garr i 
� 20th CENTUR Y  
1£!!1 FOX FILMS 
:00 & 9 :00 Sat .  & Sun . Mat. 2 :0 
TR Amo 
PLACl:S 
DAN 
AYKROYD 
EDDIE 
MURPHY 
What A Feeling !  
" FLASH DANCE" R . 
Nitely 4 : 4 5  • 7 : 00 • 9 : 1 O Sat. & Sun . 
1+----·IC.9ALL SHOWS B E FORE 6 P. M. 1 :45 .m . 
There 's a time 
for playing it safe 
and a time for . . .  
. K"'"--'t? 
-z3.,,,_,,._.,. c .... 
0 Iii 
5:00 • 7 :1 0  • 9:1 5 Sat.  & Sun . 2:00 P .M • .  

c: 
j 
\ 
I Sports 
� � Women '• Volleyball 
! Eastern hosts Loyola at 7 : 30 p.m. Friday at 
:: Lantz Gym. 
. ' . Football 
> Panthers host Northern Iowa at 1 : 30 'p . m .  Satur-
! day at O'Brien Stadium. 
.... 
Men'1 Rugby 
The Rugby Club will be taking on the Scott Air 
Force Ba8e team at 1 p.m. Saturday on the 
Rugby field (south of campus pond) . 
Music 
Dvorak Concert Hall 
Steve Garton will perform a piano recital at 7 : 30 
p .m.  Sunday. 
Ted'• Warehouse 
"RSthskellar" will perform on Friday and "Mik 
Roberts" on Saturday. Both performances from 
9 p .m .  to 1 a .m.  
Motor Inn lounge 
"Armstrong" will perform from 8 p .m .  to 1 a .m .  
Friday and Saturday. 
The TrHtl• 
;'The Rovers" wiH perform on Friday and 
"Rathskellar" will perform on Saturday. Both will 
be from 9 p .m .  to 1 a .m.  Strasbourg , I I 
Churches 
Wesley United Methodist 
The title of the sermon is "Some Interesting 
Things Happened . . .  " with services at 9 and 1 1  
a .m .  at 2 206- S.  Fourth St . 
Immanuel Lutheran Church 
Services will be at 8 : 1 5  and 1 0 : 45 a .m .  at 902 
Cleveland Ave . Guest speaker Pr. .Robert 
Schneider will give the sermon : 
First Presbyterian Church 
The Sunday service will be at 1 0 : 30 a. m .  at 
Seventh St . and Madison Ave . Sunday School 
will be at 9: 1 5  a .m .  
Newman Community 
Saturday mass at 6 : 30 p . m .  in Buzzard 
Auditorium. Sunday mass at 9 and 1 1  a . m .  in 
Buzzard Auditorium.  
First Christian Church 
The service will be at 9 a. m .  at 4 1 1 Jackson 
Ave. 
OONLIGHT 
7 am.-2 p.m. 
Serving Breakfast 
all Day· Long! 
LBT OUHHT'l IOTClllH 6: BllBBT 
Take care of you with homecooked 
muls and a relaxed afinosphere 
IUllT'l-llTCIU � Bllll!>'"i:-�: 6 2 1 Monroe 
North Side'c)f.the Square . .  , 345- 1 454 
Trinity Eplscopail Church 
Holy Eucharist at 9 a.m. at 2 200 Western 
Avenue, Mattoon . Call the Rev . Donald 
Schroeder at 348-81 9 1  for ride arrangements. 
" Mr. Mom " 
t • 
Showings at 7 and 9 : 1 5  p .m .  
Theater . Charleston .  Matinee at 2 p .  
PG. 
. 
"Never Say Never Again" 
University Baptist Church Showings at 4 : 40 ,  7. and 9: 1 0  p .m .  
Sunday's service at  1 0 : 30 a .m .  at 1 505 Saturday. Matinee at  1 : 30 p .m.  Triple 
Seventh St. Mattoon .  Rated PG. · 
Christian Campus Fellowship 
Sunday's topic for discussion ''The Sermon on 
the Mound" with services beginning at 1 0 :30 
a .m .  at  2231 Fourth St . 
· 
Movies 
"48 Hours" 
University Board will sponsor showings at 6 : 30 ,  
9 p . m  . .  and midnight o n  Friday in t h e  Grand 
Ballroom.  Rated R .  
" Risky Business" 
Showings at 5 ,  7: 1 0 . and 9: 1 5  p . m .  Friday and 
Saturday. Matinee at 1 :30 p . m .  Triple Cinemas .  
Mattoon . Rated R .  
" Flashdance" 
Showings at 4 : 40 .  7 : 05 and 9 : 1 0  p . m .  Friday 
and Saturday. Matinee at 1 :30 p . m .  Triple 
Cimemas, Mattoon . Rated R .  
"Trading Places a n d  4 8  Hours" 
Double Feature showings at 5 and 9: 
the Friday, Saturday and Sunday.  Ti 
Mattoon . Rated R. 
------Cover---1 
The cover of this week's Verge 
photo of the Apollo Belevedere 
Parian marble and copied from a Gr 
The Apollo was among the many stu 
featured at the Vatican exhibit. (Photo 
of The Art Institute of Chicago) 
-----Staff Box-..... 
Editor 
Assistant . . .  
Photo editor . . . .  
Art director . 
<JJappy gwootest cna� 
't1110m too C\J e1tge swU 
A re you thinking of . . .  Getting Together 
Staying Together • • •  
Come to "Getting Together - Staying Together" a workshop for co 
especially planned for partners who are joining their lives together . 
how to communicate, make decisions , manage st ress and enhance· yo 
timacy, with Dr. Genie Lenihan . 
FREE: cal l  581-3413 to register 
Tuesday, Oct . 1 8 ,  25, Nov. 1 ,  7-9 p .m.  
Schahrer Room, Union · 
Sponsored by t he Counsel ing C�ntt:r 
Bel-Aire Lanes 
....::-- ISIO I. SllllT • CHAll.ISTON, IWNOIS 
Ona block Nortll of Wib Walkers ShopptnQ Center 
Now features: 
Bowling , pinball , videogar:nes and po 
then afterward$,�¥isifqµr : .: . .  : · �  
· ·  · ' . , Ind ian Cbunge - · 
Bring a date moonlight bowling Saturday 1 1  p.m.-1 a. 
Bel-Aire Lanes Phone 345-66 
Nick Nolte 
Eddie Murphy 
Annette O'T ool 
.... ""�·< ..... . '°' -t-... �"";,, ... :-c:.. . -c;. .. .:::TONlG.Hr 
• ., • ? .. . * .  
GRAND BALLROOM 
6:30, 9:00 
& m idn ight 
• • • • • •  «. # .. . . .  i' • 
*1 
3 
... 
arming old schoolhouse to feature local artifacts i i 
ney 
don't know that the Coles 
orlcal Society Greenwood 
on Hayes Street or that It Is even 
a prominent national historical 
recognized the museum with an 
mendatlon.  
, coordinator of the Historical 
program of Eastern's History 
laid the American Association of 
I History cited the museum 
on the basis of the cooperative 
m between the university and 
rare bird, because In most 
these parties (a university and a 
go their seperate ways, "  he said, 
the museum was one of only 
ners from Illinois. 
the first Sunday of the 
t the museum was open, only 
le showed up all day . Elbert at­
low turnout to the facts that no 
museum was open,  no exhibits 
y,  and Hayes Avenue looks a 
Avenue and vice versa . 
have 50 to 100 people on a 
we have exhibits, but this is the 
been open in October, "  Elbert 
et sign says Garfield and 
It's Hayes . "  
12 students along with non­
teers from the area are involved 
the museum . 
orlcal administration program, 
blished in 1975, is open to 
ts interested in administering 
d historical agencies after 
said . 
Greenwood Museum as well as 
Log Cabin provide valuable 
ence for students working on a 
nlstration major, he added . 
m's budget is not financed by 
, Elbert added . Most of the 
budget comes from mem­
te donations, he said . 
• poUtical memorabilia, old far-
15, and wardrobes from the 
are among Items which 
yed. 
Items may have been con­
' 'Elbert said. "If It happened 
ty, people think It's In-
r & Adviser 
bel l  & tarrot 
ultor in a l l  
s of l ife 
reader 
-9pm 
nt necessary 
harleston 
significant. If we don't save what we can now, 
someone's going to throw It  away." 
... 
i 
"' � 
� 
The project Historical Administration 
majors are working on now Is organizing and 
preparing for display a substantial donation to 
the Society from a Mattoon woman. 
· • ! 
Clothing over 100 years old arrived In gar­
bage bags from Virginia Dodson, Elbert said. 
A primary step In the preservation process, 
Elbert said , was hanging the men's drawers 
and pantalloons,  and women's dresses and 
black silk petticoats on wooden hangers. 
(Wire hangers, he noted, woutd eventually 
"cut through" the fragile materlaO . "You 
don't pack things In boxes and just store them 
away,"  he said . 
. After a thorough cleaning, the garments 
will be wrapped with an Inert material to 
protect the clothing from Insects and damp­
ness, he noted. · 
Dodson's donation also Included numerous 
letters, newspapers, and bills from over 100 
businesses, all dating as far back as the late 
1800s, Items which Elbert said are "the kind 
of things most people didn't bother to save . "  
/ 
Elbert admitted that historical value for the 
artifacts at the museum outweighs monetary 
· value , saying, "They (the artifacts) don't have 
to represent wealth . Wealth represents only a 
small sphere of the society . "  
< 
Some museums teceive several wedding 
dresses wh!ch have been passed from 
generation to generation . However, because 
each wedding dress has the same basic 
meaning, a "home dress" (the kind that a 
woman would tear into rags after it was worn 
out) is more desirable from a museum's stan­
dpoint because it better shows the diversity of 
an era's wardrobe , he explained . 
Maintaining clothing as well as wood , 
paper and china items at the museum takes 
skill. "You have to provide what we call a 
comfortable environment ,"  Elbert said . 
"They (the artifacts) react to temperature 
and humidity changes just like we do.  You 
don't want to store these things in a damp 
basement or attic , "  he said, adding that the 
museum monitors the air conditioning and 
heating in the storage areas . 
Arou n d  C hristmas a o n e  room 
schoolhouse setting will be exhibited at  the 
Greenwood Museum, Elbert said. Students 
will dress up In a wardrobe that matches the 
time period and perform playlets. 
The Coles County Historical Society Greenwood Museum, located 
on Hayes Avenue and Ninth Street looks so much like an old 
schoolhouse that few may realize what artifacts will soon be showcased 
there. The Greenwood Musuem will soon display local historical items. 
(Photo by Denise Skowron) 
THE WARBLER 
. ( ALL STUDENTS 
Due to the unexpected, 
two more dates for yearbook 
portraits have been added : 
'I .. Last Dalm TODAY Oakland Room. . ' 
z I 
... 
.. 
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Vatican collections take the Windy City by st 
Art is an important fac­
tor in civilization and one 
of the treasures of 
western civilization is the 
art from the museums of 
the Vatican . 
The exhibit, which opened July 23 , has drawn over 
600,000 to The Art Institute of Chicago to see "The 
Vatican Collections-The Papacy and Art,"  a selec­
. tion of priceless art from the vast treasury of the 
museums In the Vatican .  The tour of 237 works 
ranges from the ancient world of Egypt and Greece, to 
the era of Imperial Rome to the art of Polynesia and 
Africa. This collection will close on October 16 to 
move to San Fransisco. After closing there, it will 
return to Italy. 
Some of the pieces have never left the museums 
since they were acquired and may never again leave . 
With Chicago only being three and .one half hours 
away, this Is a rare opportunity to see the quality 
works. 
For example the Apollo Belvedere, one of the first 
pieces to be collected by the Renaissance Pope Julius 
II (1503-1513) In 1505 has been In the Belvedere 
Place garden since that time, except for Its stay In Paris 
from 1798-1819. 
This Is the first time the Va1ican has lent out from Its 
collection an exhibition of this magnitude. 
The exhibition Is divided into five sections, each 
dealing with the growth of the Vatican museums. The 
first section is entitled "The Popes and Old St. Peter's: 
From Sylvester I (314-355) to Julius II (1503- 1513) ."  
Of the pieces in this section, the one with the most in­
terest was the Bust of an Angel a�buted to Giotto 
(1226-1337) . It Is a plea�ng mosaic. with the rich color 
4 .; • � ' 
of the robe and hair especially striking (see photo 
above far right) . 
The next section is the "Patronage and Collecting" 
from Nicholas III ( 1277-80) to Alexander VII (1655-
67) . 
There are a number of artworks that vie for attention 
In this section , but the one that surpasses the rest Is the 
Apollo Belvedere , a statue of unprecedented elegan­
ce . The work, a Roman marble , sculpted about 130 
A .D . , Is a copy of the Greek original bronze attributed 
to Leochares. This was the favorite of Julius II .  
Also In the same room filling the entire wall Is the· 
great tapestry by Raphael (1483- 1520) . The nearly 
16-foot-high and 14-foot-wide silk and wool work was 
made about 1519.  The work was executed by Pieter 
Van Aelst from Raphael's cartoon drawing, and is en­
titled,  "The Miraculous Draught of Fishes. "  The reflec­
tions on the water weaved Into the tapestry provide a 
three-dimensional quality. Also enchanting are the full 
richness of the figures and the graceful lines of the bir­
ds (see photo below right) . 
The third secton of the exhibit Is the "Creation of the 
Vatican Museums: From Benedict XIV ( 1740-58) to 
Plus VII ( 1800-23) . " This section, with works from the 
Museo Sacro, deals with the Christian antiquities foun­
ded In 1756 by Pope Benedict XIV. 
The. major piece Is a reliquary (a sacred container 
for religious artifacts) , made of silver with gilding, to 
hold pieces of the ·actual cross made about 817-24 
A.D. The lid of the reliquary depicts the communion 
of the Apostles. 
Also in this section Is a museum that deals with the 
ancient statues of classical Rome, the Museo Pio­
Clementino, created in 1772. A delightful sculpture Is 
a �omai:i �t �ntury copy . of a fiellenlstlc; original 
known as "Boy wth Goose ."  The boy 
on the goose and appears to try to thro 
the ground but the bird is a formidable 
the youth . 
Another outstanding work is a p 
fragments of music making angels done a 
Melozzo Da Forli ( 1438-94) . The two 
restored to bring out their full rich color . 
a lute ; the other a stringed violin-like ins 
a veille (see photo above left) . 
The delicacy of the hair, the dignified 
handling of the Instruments and the flow 
a testimony to the skill of the artist. The 
. two are framed by flowing gold hair that 
faces. 
The fourth section of the Chicago exhi 
Development of Museums Under Pope 
( 1831-46) and Plus IX ( 1846-78) . "  T 
artifacts that were discovered during 
excavations during the 19th century. 
The crowning part of this section Is the 
Prima Porta. This work of Augustus Ca 
larger than life . Of particular Interest are 
bellishments of the breast plate with de! 
center Is the return of a battle standard 
by the Parthians. 
The last section, "New Directions In P 
Collections from Plus XI ( 1922-39) to P 
78) ,"  which focuses on modem religi 
from Africa, Polynesia and the Americas. 
·as tribal masks from Papua, New Guinea 
carving of Quetzalcoatl, the plumed 
Aztec Mexico. The God, Quetzalcoatl Is 
and covered by feathers; · · 
It staggers the mind to think that these 
man has always found it easier 
, as is the situation around the 
-vandalism. 
above the beast. We think 
have so recently come down 
keeps him from jumping back 
n exhibit is a testimony to. 
. . .  -J.erry Moore . 
Above left: "The Music-Making Angel, " a 44-bv-35 Inch ches In diameter. Above: '7he Miraculous Draught of Fishes" a 
fresco bv Melozzo da Forli (1438- 1494) was painted about 15-foot tapestry bv Pelter van Aelst from a cartoon bv Raphael 
1480. Above center: "The Deposition, " a nearlv 1 0-foot oil bv completed around 151 9. (Photos courtesv. of the Art Institute 
Caravaggio painted In 1604. Above right: "Bust of an Angel, " of Chfcago) . Left: "Bov . with Goose, " a Roman 1si centurv 
a mosaic attributed to Giotto around 131 0. lt ·ts nearly 24 In· copv of a Hellentstic origfnal. (Photo bv Jerrv Moore) 
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I-THE CROSSING Big Country ; Scotland! Famous for kilts, bagpipes and all those 
1i rolling rrrr's. And' If the critics have their way, Big '!,Country will soon join the ranks of famous Scottish ex­
i ports. � The most notable factor of Big Country's sound is 
� 1the guitar. Bruce Watson Is a highly Inventive guitarist, i employing a great variety of styles to some success. 
i This is especially true on the first track of The 
:: Crossing, the group's debut album. 
�. "In a Big Country" Is an Immediately likable and cat­
chy song. Starting with some drum pyrotechnics by 
Mark Brzezicki, the number glides into some in­
teresting guitar exchanges between Watson and Stuart 
Adamson, anchored by Tony Butler's nimble bass 
line. 
The song concerns disillusionment of various kinds , 
and is centered around Adamson's note that, "I 
thought that pain and truth were things that really mat­
tered/But you can't stay here with every single hope 
you had shattered."  The song is the group's first 
American single and is currently enjoying some heavy 
airplay. 
"Inwards" begins with a rolling guitar hook and is 
joined by Brzezicki's simple-yet- effective drum­
ming. Again; the lyrics deal with disillusionment and 
just plain fear abbut the world out there : I wouldn't 
want to stay out with news like . this . "  Watson's guitar · 
work is outstanding on this number, reflecting the 
urgency of the lyrics. The song ends with a flourish,  
possessing a kind of "walls-come-tumbling-down" 
feel .  - '·'Chance" has as  its subject a girl who was swept off 
her feet by a Prince Charming type . The happily-ever­
after ending doesn't quite work out however : 
Just how big are they? 
He came like a hero from the factory floor 
With the sun and moon as gifts 
But the only son you ever saw 
Were the two he left you with . 
The song's arrangement retains a melancholy air 
about it, and Adamson delivers the refrain in a plain­
tive voice : "Oh Lord , where did the feeling go/Oh 
Lord , I never felt so low . "  
This is followed b y  the lumbering British hit, "Fields 
of Fire , "  where the guitars sound like bagpipes.  With a 
riff pinched from "Should I Stay or Should I G o?" the 
song has an epic feeling to it, with Brezezicki con­
tributing some marching drums. 
"Harvest Home" gets side two off to a crackling 
start. Buoyed by Butler's expressive bass, Brezezickl 
and Watson engage In some fascinating interplay at 
the break. The lyrics, unfortunately, aren't up to the 
musicianship displayed here , being yet another 
enumeration of troubles. 
"Lost Patrol" Is much better, retaining the musical 
excellence and adding some stirring lyrics. Driven by 
Butler's choppy bass notes, Adamson tells a tale of 
a-well, a lost patrol. The highlight, however, Is 
Adamson's haunting yell/yodel that recurs 
throughout. 
Unfortunately , ·  The Crossing finally comes off as a 
disappointing album. The blame Iles largely on 
producer Steve Lillywhite's shoulders. Lillywhite has 
done some amazing production before , most notably 
with U2, but he Is often unsatisfying here . His attempts 
to make Big Country sound even more like U2 than 
they already do are ill-advised. 
Brezezicki's drumming, good as it is , Is just not im· 
portant enough to be so prominent in the mix; the fact 
that Butler's bass is frequently buried is nearly criminal. 
Another problem is the lyrics . If you pay strict at­
tention to them, you ultimately walk away with the 
feeling that you've just endured what amounts to a 
lengthy sob session . 
Several critics, scrambling to discover the "next big 
thing, "  have fallen all over themselves proclaiming Big 
Country to be just that. I hope that the members will 
ignore these attempts and Lillywhite's endeavors to 
make them into U3, and continue to refine their 
already considerable talents . Given time , Big Country 
could indeed emerge as a major musical force . As they 
themselves sing, for now , "We save no souls . "  
-Kevin Zimmerman 
'The Big Chill' examines the sixties under a looking glass 
Autumn: to tne :�verage student, a 
time of football games , heavy sweaters 
and mid-terms; to ·Hollywood , the 
season for serious fare fllled with deep 
Issues and things tQ think about. 
I think I spent about two hours of my 
autumn the best way It can be spent this 
year-watching The Big Chill. 
The Big Chill is on its surf ace a com­
plex movie, but beneath the darker 
issues raised on mortality and the aban­
doning of one's Ideals, It Is a very 
humorous and heartwarming story 
about friendships and what It takes to 
maintain them. 
The movie begins with a deceptively 
depressing sequence ol a corpse being 
dressed for a funeral, Interspersed with 
sad-faced shots of friends being notified 
of the death. We are introduced to the 
various characters as the soundtrack 
plays "I Heard It Through the 
Grapevine ."  
They assemble at the funeral of Alex, 
a 60's radical who served as the collec­
tive conscience of this tight-knit group 
of college friends . .  His suicide stuns 
them and brings them together to pon­
der the lost idealism of their generation 
duririg the weekend following the 
funeral. 
Sounds like pretty sad stuff, but It 
really Isn't. As the cast assembles at the 
home of one of the couples, we are 
drawn Into their circle and shown the 
fun, camaraderie and youthful spirit 
that now grips the friends anew. 
Nearly all have gone on to careers 
that seem to mock their fiery attitudes of 
the establishment In the 60's. There are 
among them a doctor, a running-shoe 
store entrepreneur, a corporate lawyer, 
a writer for People magazine , a 
television star, a dislllusioned Vietnam 
veteran and a businessman's wife . 
As unlikely as this combination soun­
ds-It works. And the thanks are mostly 
due to director/co-writer Lawrence 
Kasdan, the man responsible· for scrip­
ting such recent gems as The Empire 
Strikes Back, Raiders of tM Cost Ark, 
Body Heat, and Return of th� Jedi . He 
has taken great care to inject life and 
personality into each of the individual 
characters. 
Kasdan uses a few clever film 
techniques to unveil telling glimpses Into 
the characters'. Such techniques In­
cluded scenes of suitcases being un­
packed to reveal what each character 
felt Important enough to bring along, In­
dividuals In the group using a video­
cassette recorder to chronicle this point 
In their lives and clearing off a table after 
dinner with Motown tunes blasting In 
. the background. 
The cast, filled with seven talented 
actors all about the same age and more 
or less at the same point In their careers, 
achieves a remarkable kind of ensemble 
atmosphere, where each Is important 
on his own without any one upstaging 
another. The actors reflect their charac­
ters so well that their familiar faces 
quickly disappear Into the regular 
people they're supposed to be. 
I especially liked William Hurt as 
Nick, the wounded war vet turned to 
drug dealing. He quietly undermines 
many of the scenes he's in by tossing 
out wry comments on his friends' 
hypocrisy. He wants It known that he 
won't be joining the rat race without a 
fight. 
And as the reporter for People , Jeff 
Goldblum has the sharpest wit and a 
tendency to rationalize his ocasslonal 
lapses of judgment. Talking about his 
next Important assignment, ne confides 
In a guest at the funeral dinner, "I've got 
an Interview Monday with a 14-year-old 
blind baton twirler. "  
"How d o  you find these people?" the 
man asks. 
"It's just good Investigative jour­
nalism,"  Goldblum says. 
Along with Goldblum and Hurt are 
Glenn Close and Kevin Kline , as Sarah 
and Harold, the weekend's hosts, 
Jobeth Williams (the mother In 
Cast members of "The Big Chill" gather on the front lawn of their host for 
reminiscent weekend. Left to right: Jobeth Wtlltams, Jeff Goldblum, Mary I( 
Place, Tom Berenger and William Hurt. (Photo courtesy of Columbia Pictures J 
dustries, Inc.) 
Poltergeist) . Mary Kay Place , Sam 
Berenger, and Meg Tilly, who plays the 
teenage girlfriend of the late Alex, fill 
out the cast. 
The Big Chlll Is bound to be pegged 
as a copy of John Sayles' earlier college 
reunion film The Return of the 
Secaucus Seven and criticized for its 
ocasslonally superficial treatment of 80's 
details (the feminist lawyer wants to 
conceive a child on this particular 
weekend) . But these minor flaws pale 
beside what Kasdan and the cast have 
managed to achieve-a collaboration 
that offers lightning-fast dialogu 
believable characters and an unbeata 
soundtrack of 60's music . 
As the friends ponder their pas 
stewing over whether they've "sold ou 
or just become more self-serving In th 
old age , we can share their little wor 
The Big Chill warms the viewer like 
favorite quilt on a cold · autumn nlg 
and for that we should thank them f 
the Invitation . 
. Listings 
7:05 p.m. 
: "Rescue from 
'a Island" ( 1 978) story 
lhipwrecked castaways 
with a tidal wave. spy 
111d and Russian 
. Bob Denver, Alan 
7:30 p.m. 
Pilot 
Street Week 
8:00 p.m. 
animal 
las 
from Lincoln Center 
9:00 p.m. 
0-For Love and 
1 0:00 p.m. 
, 1 5 . 17 ,  20-News 
y Island 
or Who 
The Movies 
1 0:30 p.m. 
Tonight 
Tomorrow" ( 1 959) Harry 
Belafonte, Ed Begley and 
Robert Ryan as three men 
who attempt to rob a bank.  
Shelley Winters , Gloria 
Grahame. 
4-Catl ins 
1 0:35 p.m. 
1 7-Barney Miller 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
3-Movie : "Prime Cut" 
( 1 972 )  about a Chicago en· 
forcer (lP.e Marvin )  sent to 
eliminate a swinish Missouri 
mobster. Gene Ha<;:kman , 
Sissy Spacek. 
4-Night Tracks 
1 1 :05 p.m. 
1 7-Entertainment Tonight 
1 1 :30 p.m. 
2-Friday Night Videos 
9-Movie :  "The long Good· 
bye" ( 1 973) Ell iott Gould 
plays Los Angeles private eye 
Phil ip Marlowe . 
1 5 , 20-Thicke of the Night 
1 1 :35 p.m. 
1 7 -Nightline 
1 2:20 a.m. 
38-NOAA Weather Service 
Saturday 
5:00 p.m. 
2-Hee Haw 
3-To Be Announced 
9-Welcome Back, Kotter 
1 0-Wild Kingdom 
1 5-Assignment 1 5 
20-Capitol Conference 
5:05 p.m. 
4-College Scoreboard 
5:1 0 p.m. 
4-Wrestling 
5:30 p.m. 
3. 1 O . 1 5 , 2 0-News 
9-Little House on the Prairie 
1 2-Sneak Previews 
6:00 p.m. 
2 , 3 , 1 0-News 
4-College Scoreboard 
1 2-Doctor Who 
1 5 , 20-Hee Haw 
1 7-Entertainment This Week 
38-Solid Gold 
6:05 p.m. 
4-Wrestl ing 
6:30 p.m. 
2-Pop! Goes the Country 
3-More Real People 
9-At The Movies 
1 0-Lorne Green's New 
Wilderness 
1 2-Doctor Who 
6:55 p.m. 
4-College Football Pre-Game 
'• , •' 7:00 p.m. 
2. 1 5 , 2�Diff'rent Strokes 
i.1 o-:.¢utter to}(ouston 
� "� ·'callfem i� split" 
( 1 97 4) story abciut 'gambling 
fever , with George Segal and 
Ell iott Gould as strangers who 
team to challenge lady luck in 
Reno . Ann Prentiss, Gwen 
Welles. 
1 2-lreland 
1 7 , 38-T.J .  Hooker 
7:05 p.m. 
4-College Footbal l :  Texas 
A&M at Baylor 
7:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5 , 2 0-Silver Sl)oons 
mpus cllps 
Phi Omega will meet Sunday, Oct . 1 6  at 1 : 30 p . m .  at 
for Advancement of Management will hold 4 O'Clock 
, Oct. 1 4  in Caesar's Basement . · 
In Action/Campus Crusade for C hrist will sponsor a 
, Oct. 1 4  at 7 :30 p .m.  in the Union Grand Ballroom . The 
"Football Fever" film featuring NFL highlights and foot· 
wHI be shown free of charge. 
Cllpa are published daily, free of charge, as a public ser­
lhe campus. Clips should be submitted to The Daily 
News office two business days before date to be publish­
of event) . Information should include event, name of 
organization (spelled out - no Greek letter abbrevia­
' time and place of event, plus any other pertinent in-
. Name and phone number of submitter must be includ­
containing conflicting or confusing information will not be . 
er cannot be contacted. Clips wifl be edited for space 
. Clips submitted after 9 : 00 a .m .  of deadline day cannot 
publication . Clips will be run one day only for any 
cHps will be taken by phone .  
1:00 p.m. 
2 ,  1 5 , 20-Rousters 
3, 1 0-Movie : George Segal is 
a Manhattan detective in 
"Trackdown : Finding the 
Goodbar Kil ler . "  which re­
creates the manhunt in the 
1 97 2  murder case . Shelley 
Hack 
1 2-Movie:  "Gentleman's 
Agreement . "  ( 1 947) A writer 
poses as a Jew to get first­
hand information on anti ­
semitism . Gregory Peck, 
Dorothy McGuire , John Gar­
field . 
1 7  ,38-Love Boat 
9:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5 , 20-Yellow Rose 
9-News 
1 7 , 38-Fantasy Island 
9:30 p.m. 
9-lnn News 
1 0:00 p.m. 
2 , 3 ,  1 0 , 1 5 , 1 7 , 20-News 
9-Twilight Zone 
1 2-Bless Me, Father 
38-Soul Train 
1 0:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5 , 20-Saturday Night Live 
3-Movie :  "Speedtrap" , 
( 1 978) .  centering on a 
mysterious auto thief . Jo_e 
Don Baker. Tyne Daly.  
9-Movie:  "Hellfighters" 
( 1 969) . story of Texans who 
battle oi l  fires for a l iving .  
John Wayne, Jim Hutton . 
Katharine Ross, Vera Miles. 
1 O-Benny Hil l  
1 2-David Sussking 
1 0:35 p.m. 
1 7 -High School Football 
1 0:50 p.m. 
4-Night Tracks 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
1 0-This Week in Country 
Music 
38-Salute! 
1 1 :30 p.m. 
· 1 0-Wonder Woman 
Midnight 
2-America's Top 1 O 
1 5 , 20-At The Movies 
38-Solid Gold 
1 2:05 a.m. 
1 7-Dance Fever 
Su nday 
5:30 p.m. 
2 . 1 5 , 20-News 
9-Little House on the Prairie 
1 2-Wildl ife Safari 
5:35 p.m. 
4-Nice People 
6:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5 , 20-First Camera 
3. 1 0-60 Minutes 
1 2-Austin City Limits 
1 7 ,38-Ripley's Believe It or 
Not! 
6:05 p.m. 
4-Wrestling 
6:30 p.m. 
9-Taking Advantage 
7:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5 , 2 0-Knight Rider 
3 , 1 0-Alice 
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Crossword Puzzle 
ACROSS 
1 Composer -­
Dittersdorf 
11 Brit . money 
12 Land east of 
Eden 
1 22 Met bass­
baritone Simon 
40 Trailer, for < 
short J 
4 Simplon is one 
8 Flash fiood 
DOWN 25 Stander or Barrymore 
21 Regard 
42 "Thine 
alabaster --�learn" : Bates 
43 ronklte's 
• -
-t :z • .. 0 IS A Waugh 
15 Dash 
11 Yucatec 
1 7 Tea, in 
1 Nita or Theda 
2 Spread for a 
spread 
S - tide 
27 Conclamation 
28 Social 
successor • � 45 Kind of dinner I:' gathering 47 Chooses 
Tewkesbury 
18 Kind of bank 
19 - la Cite 
20 Mexico's 
4 Certain 
stickler 
5 Like the 
Victory of 
Samothrace 
8 Surfeit 
29 Designating a 
fine, white 
marble 
48 Prince Albert, i e.g.  � 
49 " Upon whose z 
SO Droops bosom snow 
" smoking 
mountain" 
31 A son of Hera 
32 Got the oral 
has --" :  
; • 
Kilmer "Tl 
23 Safe's  partner 
24 Ecclesiastical 
vestments 
7 Cinch 
8 Infatuated 
9 Lack of color 
10 Ever, in poesy 
1 1  Bit 
12 Chemical 
ending 
message . 
33 Emulate a 
hawk 
38 Fishing lure 
37 Sculptor's 
material , at 
times 
50 Concerning :!. Q. 
51 Want • � 
52 Type of French 0 
lace n 0 53 Verb-forming f suffix 
54 Part of a RR ... 
28 Burst of energy 
30 Thin ; insipid 
32 Cache 
33 Alarm 
34 Siouan 14 Finish 39 Seventh-inning 
ritual 
· 
.. 
system 
35 Gaelic name 
for I reland 
21  Wag 
36 Companions of 
heels 
37 French tire 
38 Jackie 's 
second mate 
39 Footwear for 
J iggs 
40 Bad news for 
motorists 
4 1  Energy 
producers 
43 Domain 
44 Actor in "True 
Confessions " 
45 Certain 
missiles 
46 Montezuma ' s  
capital 
52 Something paid 
by a friend 
55 -- -Bah, in 
"The Mikado" 
58 Facilitate 
57 Inhabitant of 46 
Across 
58 Weight 
deduction 
59 - of passage 
80 Set of three 
hounds 
9-Wall Street Journal Report 
1 2-Nature 
1 7 , 38-Hardcastle and Mc· 
Cormick 
7:05 R.·-ri· 
4-America's Music Tracks 
7:30 p.m. 
3 .  1 0-0ne Day at a Time 
9-ln Search of . . .  
8:00 p.m. 
2. 1 5 , 20-Movie : TV 
youngsters from the '50s and 
'60s play the grown-ups in 
"High School U . S . A  . .  " .  
( 1 983) 
3 ,  1 0-Jetfersons 
9-People to People 
· 1 2-Masterpiece Theatre 
1 7  , 38-Movie:  Sylvester 
Stallone portrays a New York 
City cop pursuing an interna­
tional terrorist in "Nighthawks" 
( 1 98 1 ) .  Rutger Hauer , Bi l ly 
Dee Will iams .  Lindsay 
Wa9nl'.r.· 
8:05 p.m. . , , 4-Week in Review 
8:30 p.m. 
3. 1 0-Goodnight . Beantown 
9-0dd Couple 
9:00 p.m. 
3,  1 0-Trapper John , M . D. 
9-News 
See page 1 5  of Sports for answers 
1 2-All Creatures Great and 
Small 
9:05 p.m. 
4-News 
9:30 p.m. 
9-INN News 
9:35 p.m. 
4-Sports Page 
1 0:00 p.m. 
,- _ - ,  -
2 . 3 .  1 0 ;/1 5 . 1 7 . 20-News 
9-Twil ight Zone 
1 2-Monty Python's Flying 
Circus 
38-Switch 
1 0:05 p.m. 
4-Jerry Falwell 
1 0:1 5 p.m. 
1 0-News 
1 0:20 p.m. 
1 7-News 
1 0:30 p.m. 
2-Movie : Marie Osmond por­
trays her own mother in "Side 
by Side : The True Story of 
the Osmond F-amily . '�. ( t 982) . 
3-Star Trek · ..  
9-Lou Grant 
1 0-Dennis Raetz : Footbml • 
1 2-lllinois Press 
1 5 . 2 0-Movie:  "The Disap· 
pearance of Aimee" ( 1 9 7 6 ) .  
centering o n  the supposed 
1 926 kidnaping of evangelist 
Aimee Semple McPherson 
(Faye Dunaway) . Bette Davis, 
JaQJes- $1oyar;i .� · · . .  -· ,., 
1 0:35 p.m. 
1 7-Taking Advantage 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
1 0-Video 99 
38-Fame 
1 1 :05 p.m. 
1 7-Austin City Limits Encore 
4-0pen Up 
1 1 :30 p.m. 
3-To Be Announced 
9-Movie : "The Big Shot . "  -.: ,,. 
( 1 9�2 / . A prison bre'!.k �n2,a__. . •  ·
chas� t�mpgh. �o�ntair wii�sr.::, are ambrtg events recatleEl"bf 
a gangst'er' (Hotnpnrey a69aftl ' · 
on his deathbed . 
1 0-Dance Fever 
1 1 :35 p.m. 
1 7-World Vision International 
• Midnight 
1 0-Wonder Woman • , " , 
38..:...Rawhide , • . � , � , 'F . . 
1'2:05� a.m'.' v J • . . . .... < 
4-Movie :  "long Day'S' ... '• · "  
Journey intd Night . "  ( 1 962) , · ' • · 
study of a Connecticut family 
in 1 9 1 2 . Katharine Hepburn . 
Ralph Richardson.  
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Papal exhibit awes visitor 
... -
J I am not an art connoisseur. 
i In fact, given the option of spending an hour in a museum m-zjng at world-renowned works of art or 
.:I talking with Ron Tarvin about Charleston's party f policy, I would probably choose the latter. . � So I wasn't overly excited when a ·  fellow News 
i: staffer and art connoiss8ur Invited me to travel to -f Chicago's Art Institute to examine the Vatican collec· 
Hon . :: "We should spend at least six hours in the 
� museum,'' he Informed me. "Believe me, you will find 
It to be most enjoyable." 
His words of wisdom did not Inspire me.  Even the 
words from the Introduction of the exhiblt's "official 
publication" failed to stimulate any artistic Interest. 
Sure, I was aware that I would be viewing an "ex­
traordinary distillation and synthesis of some of the 
highest moments of human artistic achievement. "  But 
the publication's descriptions and full-color pictures of 
the pieces which compose the world's longest and 
most Influential art-collecting tradition just did not 
generate shivers of eagerness down my spine 
motivating me to want to see the exhibit. 
However, It was actually my lack of interest in 
viewing the exhibit that prompted my trip to Chicago. 
I became determined to Instill some culture into my 
blood - culture which my art-loving companion 
vehemently repeated was absent In my soul . 
After entering the first section of the exhibit, my 
determination was Immediately rewarded.  Eyeballing 
the exquisite mosaics and frescoes of Saints Peter and 
Paul, decorations which graced the Inside of the 
original Saint Peter's Basilica, left me gaping. Such 
splendid detail and craftmanship no more than six In­
ches from my nose was breathtaking. And even more 
mind-boggling was the fact that this beauty had been 
preserved since the 13th or 14th century. 
I turned into a sponge, soaking up every piece of 
what many say is the finest collection of art ever to be 
assembled . 
Time was of no concern now. All that mattered was 
trying to comprehend that I was actually staring at ar­
chaic, intricately- composed works of art like Leonar­
do Da Vinci's Saint Jerome, Raphael's The Miraculous 
Draught of Fishes and Gian Lorenzo Bernini's bust of 
Pope Urban VIII . · 
My eyes bulged for what seemed like an hour at the 
For a 
Smooth 
• • • trans1t1on 
from 
summer 
to 
fall. 
8.ranther CDiatrlbuting 
P.O.  BOX 200 REDMON. ILLINOIS 6 1 949 PHONE 2 1 7 · 884 ·23 1 2  
sight of Apollo Belvedere . The strikingly powerful, y 
serene figure was the feature attraction, and its beau 
had everyone staring In awe . 
And In awe is how I remained fonlx hours . Exltln 
the museum, I was disappointed that my cultur 
collecting experience had ended. In fact, given th 
choice again between a museum and Ron Tarvin, 
well , let's just say that the Vatican exhibit was "m 
enjoyable ."  
Information for the Verge calendar? Contact Den ise at 581 -281 2 
